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INTRODUCTION

During 1987 the Geological Survey conducted an assessment, using a play 
analysis, of the undiscovered recoverable petroleum resources of the San 
Joaquin province, California, as part of a national assessment (Mast and 
others, 1988). This report describes the petroleum plays identified for that 
assessment, and briefly summarizes the geology and petroleum development of 
the San Joaquin province   For purposes of this assessment, the San Joaquin 
province of central California includes the area west of the basement rocks of 
the Sierra Nevada, north of the basement rocks of the Tehachapi-San Emigdio 
Mountains, east of the San Andreas fault and outcrops of Franciscan rocks of 
the Diablo Range, and, arbitrarily, south of the Stanislaus-San Joaquin county 
line (fig. 1). As defined above, the San Joaquin province covers about 
37,000 km2 (14,000 mi2 ), and contains about 126,000 km3 (30,000 mi 3 ) of sedi 
mentary rock (Varnes and Dolton, 1982). It is about 360 km (225 mi) long, and 
averages 90 km (55 mi) wide.

The San Joaquin basin, essentially coincident with the San Joaquin prov 
ince, is an asymmetrical structural trough, filled with up to 9,000 m 
(29,500 ft) of Upper Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments, whose axis is parallel 
to and near its western margin (pi. 1). This trough is a hybrid feature, its 
northern portion developed as part of a Late Mesozoic forearc basin, and its 
southern portion developed during the Cenozoic, with some overlap toward the 
north and a transform rifted western margin.

GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY 

Previous Work

The San Joaquin basin is one of the more thoroughly studied basins in the 
U.S., and many important studies of the basin and its tectonic setting have 
been published. Some of the more important studies of broad scope include 
Hoots and others (1954), Repenning (1960), Call away (1964), Hoffman (1964), 
Hackel (1966), Bandy and Arnal (1969), Callaway (1971), Harding (1976), 
MacPherson (1978), Zieglar and Spotts (1978), Ingersoll (1979), Dickinson and 
Seely (1979), Webb (1981), Williams and Graham (1982), Blueford (1984), Graham 
(1985, 1987), Graham and Williams (1985), Bartow (1987a,b), Nilsen (1987), and 
Callaway and Rennie (1988). Many more areally or topically restricted studies 
are given in the reference section, including many not cited in this paper. 
Recent summary papers by Bartow (1987b) and Callaway and Rennie (1988) provide

The geological summary through the Basin Evolution section is condensed from 
Bartow (1987b) with some supplemental information from other sources. The 
geological map (pi. 1), generalized structure sections (pi. 2), and paleogeo- 
graphic maps and stratigraphic columns (pi. 3) also are from Bartow (1987b).

o 
The northern geological limit of the San Joaquin basin commonly is defined at
the Stockton fault on the northern edge of the Stockton arch (fig. 1). How 
ever, gas acccumulations and resources north of the Stanislaus-San Joaquin 
county line and south of the Stockton fault are assigned to the Sacramento 
province in the recently completed petroleum assessment.
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Figure 1. Location of San Joaquin province, principal California geomorphic 
provinces and cities, and other features mentioned in text. LA = Los 
Angeles, T Mtns = Tehachapi Mountains, SE Mtns = San Emigdio Mountains, 
B = Bakersfield, C = Coalinga, F = Fresno, Sf. = Stockton fault, St = 
Stockton, Meg C. = Meganos canyon, SF = San Francisco, S = Sacramento, 
and R = Redding.



excellent overviews. The following geological summary is taken substantially, 
though not exclusively, from Bartow (1987b).

Plate and Regional Tectonic History 

Late Mesozoic

The San Joaquin basin occupies approximately the southern half of the 
Great Valley of California (fig. 1). During late Mesozoic and early Cenozoic 
time, the Great Valley was part of an extensive forearc basin developed in a 
convergent-margin setting by eastward subduction of oceanic crust beneath the 
western edge of North America (e.g., Dickinson and Seely, 1979). This forearc 
basin received sediment from the Sierra Nevada arc massif to the east and 
later also from an archipelago of uplifted subduction complex (Franciscan 
assemblage) to the west as it evolved from a terraced forearc basin in Late 
Jurassic to a shelved forearc basin by early Tertiary (Ingersoll, 1978, 1979; 
Dickinson and Seely, 1979).

Many thousands of meters of Upper Jurassic to lowest Tertiary marine 
sandstone, siltstone, and shale the Great Valley sequence were deposited in 
this forearc basin. These rocks underlie the northern three-quarters of the 
San Joaquin basin, and may be as thick as 5,100 m (16,700 ft) near Coalinga. 
The Great Valley sequence apparently is absent in the subsurface south of the 
Bakersfield arch (fig. 1), and is not found in outcrop around the southern 
margins of the province. These rocks, if originally present in this part of 
the province, were removed by erosion in pre-middle Eocene time.

Paleogene

The Paleogene history of the San Joaquin basin was dominated by a tec 
tonic regime resulting from the continued presence of a subduction zone lying 
along the continental margin to the west. Oblique subduction with a northerly 
to northeasterly convergence direction during Late Cretaceous and early Terti 
ary (Engebretson and others, 1985) apparently produced a north-south 
compressive stress and a right-lateral shear couple in the western part of the 
continent in the early Paleogene (Page and Engebretson, 1984). Consequences 
of this early Paleogene stress regime were:

(1) Right-lateral slip on faults southwest of the basin that dismembered the 
southwest part of the Late Mesozoic forearc basin, moved the exotic 
Salinia terrane northwestward into position opposite the south end of the 
basin, and produced a continental borderland of small wrench-fault basins 
there (Nilsen and Clarke, 1975; Graham, 1978; Dickinson and others, 1979).

(2) Uplift of the Stockton arch, thought by Bartow (1987b) to be a simple, 
south-side-up, tilted fault block that formed during the early Paleogene 
in response to north-south compressive stress.

(3) Possibly, the development of the large Vallecitos syncline, Joaquin Ridge 
anticline, and White Creek syncline, apparently of the right age and 
orientation to have originated as an en echelon fold set associated with 
right slip (Harding, 1976). Early Paleogene fold growth might also be 
considered an indication of thrusting associated with early eastward 
movement of a Franciscan wedge at depth (Bartow, 1987b).



(4) Possibly, the oroclinal bending or rotation of the southern Sierra Nevada 
suggested by Kanter and McWilliams (1982) and McWilliams and Li (1985), at 
least part of which may have taken place during the Paleocene. This 
orocline might also be considered a tectonic effect of the accretion of 
the Tujunga terrane (part of the Salinia composite terrane) to the North 
American craton in the Mojave region near the end of the Paleocene (Howell 
and others, 1987; Nilsen, 1987).

Right-lateral strike-slip movement is generally believed to have ceased 
by about the end of the Paleocene (Nilsen and Clarke, 1975; Dickinson and 
others, 1979). Inasmuch as oblique subduction at the central California 
margin continued until nearly the end of the Eocene, strike-slip movement 
could conceivably have continued well into the Eocene, although the evidence 
is equivocal. Near the end of Eocene time, uplifts represent the beginning of 
tectonic activity that continued into the Oligocene and probably reflected the 
approach of the Pacific-Farallon spreading ridge and the transition from 
oblique to normal subduction (Engebretson and others, 1985).

The Oligocene marked the onset of tectonic change throughout the western 
United States. Following the change in convergence direction near the end of 
the Eocene, the angle of subduction steepened during the Oligocene (Page and 
Engebretson, 1984). This led to changes in the patterns of volcanism (Snyder 
and others, 1976) and to the initiation of extension in the Basin and Range 
Province (Zoback and others, 1981), which may have produced compression in the 
region between the Basin and Range and the trench. Continued uplift of the 
Stockton arch in the northern part of the basin, with concurrent movement on 
the Stockton reverse fault, was presumably subduction related.

The approach of the ancestral East Pacific rise to North America and 
subduction of young buoyant lithosphere somewhat in advance of the actual 
arrival of the spreading center at the subduction zone in mid-Oligocene time 
(Nilsen, 1984; Crowell, 1987) seems to have been responsible for the uplift 
and faulting of the southern end of the basin, particularly the San Emigdio 
Mountains and southernmost Sierra Nevada (Davis, 1983, 1986). At the southern 
end of the basin, at least for the later Oligocene, the tectonism was part of 
a major uplift extending throughout much of southern California in response to 
the ridge-trench encounter (Nilsen, 1984).

When the East Pacific rise encountered the subduction zone in mid- 
Oligocene, paired triple junctions formed and moved away from one another 
along a northwest-southeast transform (Atwater and Molner, 1973; Engebretson 
and others, 1985). The northwestward-moving junction, called the Mendocino 
triple junction, passed by the San Joaquin basin on the west approximately 
during the Miocene epoch (Snyder and others, 1976; Johnson and O'Neil, 1984), 
trailing a system of right-lateral subparallel faults that together consti 
tuted the boundary between the North American and Pacific plates (Garfunkel, 
1973; Dickinson and Snyder, 1979; Graham, 1978).

Neogene and Quaternary

Neogene tectonism and evolution of the San Joaquin basin were controlled 
at first by the tectonic effects of the northwestward migration of the Mendo 
cino triple junction along the California continental margin and later by



wrench tectonism associated with the San Andreas fault system (Dickinson and 
Snyder, 1979; Page and Engebretson, 1984). Extension in the Basin and Range 
Province east of the Sierra Nevada was an important contributing factor to 
crustal shortening and consequent east-west compressional tectonism along the 
west side of the basin.

The effects of Mendocino triple junction passage were first recorded at 
about 23-24 Ma at the south end of the basin with east-west-oriented normal 
faulting and subsidence, probably beginning in the latest Oligocene, and 
volcanism in the early Miocene, both indicative of north-south extension 
(Davis, 1986; Hirst, 1986). The unstable configuration of the migrating 
triple junction (trench and transform not colinear) induced a wave of 
extensional tectonism and local volcanism in nearby regions (Dickinson and 
Snyder, 1979; Ingersoll, 1982; Johnson and O'Neil, 1984; Fox and others, 
1985). At 15-17 Ma regional uplift in the southern part of the basin also 
seems to have been associated with passage of the triple junction, and may 
have been related, in some way, to the presence under the basin of the 
subducted Mendocino fracture zone (Loomis and Glazner, 1986). Continued 
subsidence after the uplift may have been augmented by thermal decay of the 
subducted plate.

Evidence from the provenance and distribution of Miocene sandstone in the 
Temblor Range (Graham and others, 1986) and of en echelon folding that appears 
on the west side of the basin at about the end of Saucesian time (about 
16-18 Ma) (Harding, 1976) suggests that strike slip may have begun by 17-18 Ma 
on the central California portion of the San Andreas fault. This is consist 
ent with the fault offset history of Huffman (1972). En echelon folding on 
the west side of the basin, beginning near the end of the early Miocene and 
continuing into the Pliocene, was a manifestation of a newly established 
northwest-southeast oriented shear couple centered on the San Andreas fault 
system (Harding, 1976).

Acceleration in the slip rate on the San Andreas fault in latest Miocene 
(10-12 Ma) and Pliocene time (Huffman, 1972; Graham, 1978) seems to correspond 
to increased folding eastward from the fault zone (Harding, 1976). Progres 
sive basinward expansion of the fold belt, together with cessation of folding 
near the San Andreas while folding continued farther east, suggested to Hard 
ing (1976) that the folds and the San Andreas fault were independent responses 
to a diffuse coupling in the deep crust, and that the folds propagated outward 
in an expanding deformational front. The fact that younger folds, like the 
Kettleman Hills and Lost Hills anticlines, are approximately parallel to the 
San Andreas and not en echelon to it is an indication that they are not purely 
a response to shear in the San Andreas system. The explanation for the 
basinward expansion of the Kettleman Hills-Lost Hills part of the fold belt 
now seems to be that it has formed in response to an eastward-advancing thrust 
front at depth associated with the emplacement of a wedge of Franciscan at the 
base of the Great Valley sequence (Wentworth and others, 1983) (pi. 2A,B).

Extension in the Basin and Range Province again had an effect on the San 
Joaquin basin in Miocene time. Basin and Range faulting began in the late 
Miocene, probably about 10 Ma (Zoback and others, 1981), and left-lateral 
movement on the Garlock fault is assumed to have begun at about the same 
time. This resulted in the westward movement of the Sierra Nevada block, 
carrying the San Joaquin basin with it, and the consequent formation of the



bend in the San Andreas fault (Davis and Burchfiel, 1973; Hill, 1982; Bohannon 
and Howell, 1982). The space problem arising from this westward movement is 
probably the cause of compression at the west side of the Sierran block 
(Wentworth and Zoback, 1986).

The last major uplift of the Sierra Nevada is also believed to have begun 
after 10 Ma (Christensen, 1966; Huber, 1981), but the uplift and the westward 
movement of the Sierra block, due to Basin and Range Province extension, are 
probably not directly related. It has been suggested that the late Cenozoic 
uplift of the Sierra Nevada was caused by thermal thinning of the lithosphere 
after northward passage of the Mendocino triple junction (Crough and Thompson, 
1977; Mavko and Thompson, 1983). Uplift of the Sierra Nevada was accompanied 
by north-south-oriented normal faulting that, where observed in the east- 
central San Joaquin basin, indicates minor east-west extension. The Diablo 
uplift and the eruption of volcanic rocks in the Diablo Range during late 
Miocene are closely associated with the passage of the Mendocino triple 
junction (Johnson and O'Neil, 1984). These events seem to indicate compres 
sion, presumably oriented northeast-southwest, followed immediately by minor 
local extension in a developing northwest-southeast shear regime.

At 5 Ma near the Miocene-Pliocene boundary the motion of the Pacific 
plate changed to a more northerly direction, resulting in a component of 
compression normal to the San Andreas transform (Minster and Jordan, 1984; 
Page and Engebretson, 1984; Cox and Engebretson, 1985). This change in plate 
motions, together with the westward movement of the Sierran block as a result 
of extension in the Basin and Range Province (Eaton, 1979), caused northeast- 
southwest compressive stress along the west side of the Sierran block that is 
largely responsible for increased late Neogene deformation, including deep- 
seated thrust faults along the western part of the San Joaquin basin (Went 
worth and Zoback, 1986). Strong north-south compression at the south end of 
the basin, probably due in part to transpression across the San Andreas fault 
in Pliocene and Pleistocene time, together with compression related to the 
developing bend in the fault, were probably the principal factors leading to 
northward-directed thrusting in the San Emigdio Mountains at the south end of 
the basin. The increased loading of the south end of the basin by thrust 
plates might be, in turn, responsible for the accelerated subsidence of the 
Maricopa-Tejon subbasin in the latest Pliocene.

The most unambiguous evidence of continuing Holocene tectonisra is 
seisraicity, most notably the 1952 ML 7.2 Arvin-Tehachapi and the 1983 ML 6.5 
Coalinga earthquakes. The 1952 Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake was centered on the 
White Wolf fault (Oakeshott, 1955; Stein and Thatcher, 1981), and the oblique 
slip during that event, reverse slip plus a left-lateral component, is 
evidence of an existing north-south to northeast-southwest compressive stress 
at the south end of the valley. The 1983 Coalinga earthquake occurred on a 
northeast-verging thrust fault under the Coalinga anticline (Eaton, 1985b), 
and may be related to folding and thrusting along the entire western margin of 
the Central Valley (Wentworth and Zoback, 1986). Coseismic uplift of up to 
45 cm (18 in) associated with the Coalinga earthquake (Stein, 1985) demon 
strates the continuing growth of young anticlines at the west side of the 
valley. Lower-level seismicity that has been recorded from several areas in 
the San Joaquin Valley collectively indicates north-south to northeast- 
southwest compression (La Forge and Lee, 1982; Eaton, 1985a, Wong and Ely, 
1983; Wong and Savage, 1983; Zoback and others, 1987).



Structural Setting and Stratigraphy

The San Joaquin province can be subdivided somewhat arbitrarily into five 
regions on the basis of generally different structural style. They are the 
northern Sierran block, the southern Sierran block, the northern Diablo homo- 
cline, the west-side fold belt, and the combined Maricopa-Tejon subbasin and 
south-margin deformed belt (fig. 1). Considerable stratigraphic variation 
exists within the sedimentary basin, particularly in the Neogene, when a thick 
section of marine sediment accumulated in the south, while a relatively thin 
and entirely nonmarine section was deposited in the north.

Northern Part of Sierran Block

The northern part of the Sierran block, the stable east limb of the 
trough between the Stockton fault and the San Joaquin River, is the least 
deformed region of the province. Deformation consists mostly of a southwest 
tilt, probably beginning in late Miocene or Pliocene, and continuing through 
the Quaternary at an accelerating rate, with only minor late Cenozoic normal 
faulting.

Few faults have been recognized in the subsurface of the northern part of 
the San Joaquin Valley; the largest, the east-trending Stockton fault, bounds 
the Stockton arch on the north just outside the province (pi. 1). The Stock- 
ton fault is a south-dipping reverse fault that trends transversely to the 
regional structure. The fault appears to have had a complex history, but has 
a total down-to-the-north dip slip of up to 1,100 m (3,610 ft), most of which 
occurred during the Oligocene (Hoffman, 1964; Teitsworth, 1964; Bartow, 1985). 
A possible west-northwest-trending fault in the Merced-Chowchilla area is based 
mostly on the apparent offset of the post-Eocene unconformity (Bartow, 1985).

The Stockton arch is evident principally as an area where Paleogene and 
uppermost Cretaceous Great Valley strata have been truncated beneath Neogene 
strata (Hoots and others, 1954). There is little evidence of arching in 
overlying Tertiary units (Bartow, 1985), and no evidence of basement arching 
(Bartow, 1983) (pi. 2D). This structure probably formed initially in the 
latest Cretaceous or Paleocene, perhaps by local thickening of the Cretaceous 
section, with a major period of uplift in the Oligocene. The structure 
existed as a low-relief positive feature through most of the Paleogene.

The stratigraphy of the Modesto-Merced area (pi. 3, col. 3) is typical of 
the northeast side of the valley; farther west, the stratigraphy resembles 
that of the Orestimba Creek area on the west side of the valley (pi. 3, col. 1). 
Over the Stockton arch (pi. 1), Paleogene strata are absent, and nonmarine later 
Tertiary strata rest directly on the Mesozoic Great Valley sequence (Church and 
Krammes, 1958; Bartow, 1985). The Cenozoic deposits in this part of the valley 
are relatively thin (about 1,100 m) (3,600 ft), whereas the underlying Great 
Valley sequence may be over 3,000 m (9,840 ft) thick (Hoffman, 1964) (pi. 2A).

Southern Part of Sierran Block

The southern Sierran block, the stable east limb of the trough between
the San Joaquin River and the south side of the Bakersfield arch, is similar
in style to the northern part of the block, but with a higher degree of



deformation. Miocene or older normal faults, that apparently are mostly in 
the Bakersfield arch, trend mostly north to northwest, and have a net down-to- 
the-west displacement with individual offsets of as much as 600 m (1,970 ft).

The southwest to west tilt of the Sierran block increases southward so 
that dips on outcropping Tertiary units in the Bakersfield area average 4-6° 
in contrast to the 1-2° dips in the north (pi. 2). Truncation of Cretaceous 
and various Cenozoic strata indicates a tilt event prior to the middle Eocene 
in the southern, as well as the northern, Sierran block, some tilting near the 
end of the Oligocene, and accelerating uplift and tilt of the Sierran block 
beginning in the late Miocene.

Normal faults along the east side of the valley are concentrated in the 
area of the Bakersfield arch, a broad southwest-plunging ridge of basement 
rocks. These faults generally trend northwest to north, although a secondary 
west to west-northwest trend is apparent (pi. 1). The net displacement is 
down to the southwest, although down-to-the-northeast faults are present 
(Bartow, 1984). One of the principal faults of this group is the Kern Gorge 
fault, along which basement rocks to the southwest have been downdropped more 
than 600 m (1,970 ft). Faulting appears to die out northwestward along the east 
edge of the valley, due in part to the fact that Quaternary deposits overlap the 
Tertiary strata onto the basement rocks about 65 km (40 mi) north of Bakersfield.

Many subsurface faults have been inferred by various workers in the area 
west of the Tertiary outcrop belt. Most of these seem to be small faults with 
a predominant northwest trend, and have been recognized only where oil-well 
density is sufficient for delineation of faults. The Pond fault and Greeley 
fault system are, however, major structures. The Pond fault, actually a zone 
of subparallel southwest-dipping normal faults up to 2 km wide (1.2 mi) with 
down-to-the-southwest offsets that decrease upward from a maximum of over 500 
m on the basement surface, apparently joins the Poso Creek fault to the 
southeast (Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, 1975).

The buried Greeley fault system consists of an en echelon set of 
northwest-trending normal faults with the basement surface downdropped on the 
northeast as much as 615 m (2,017 ft). Offsets decrease markedly upward so 
that there is no apparent offset of strata younger than late Miocene (Los 
Angeles Department of Water and Power, 1975). The Greeley fault system is 
paralleled on the southwest by a series of short low-amplitude folds that have 
their strongest expression in early Miocene and older strata. In addition to 
the normal faults involving basement rocks, a number of syndepositional growth 
faults formed during late Miocene sedimentation in the area west of Bakers- 
field (MacPherson, 1978).

In contrast with the northern part of the block where the normal faulting 
was mostly late Cenozoic in age, normal faulting appears to have been mostly 
Miocene or older in the southern block. Faults with a general north-south 
trend (NW-SE to NNE-SSW), and those, such as the Poso Creek fault, with a 
general east-west trend (E-W to ESE-WNW), seem to be similar in that offset 
decreases upward. In general, north-south-trending faults were active in the 
early Tertiary, and again beginning in the late Miocene. East-west-trending 
faults may have had their origin in the latest Oligocene and early Miocene 
like those at the south end of the basin, as will be shown in a later section, 
and were probably active until about the late Miocene. There are few faults 
on the north side of the Bakersfield arch that offset Quaternary deposits.



From the northern Sierra block along cross section DD', Mesozoic deposits 
thin southeastward and pinch out or are truncated against the north flank of 
the Bakersfield arch, whereas Cenozoic strata reach a thickness of more than 
4500 m at the Bakersfield arch (pi. 2). Aggregate thickness of Mesozoic and 
Cenozoic sedimentary deposits is more than 5,000 m (16,400 ft) in the area 
south of Tulare Lake. The stratigraphy of the Bakersfield arch area (pi. 3, 
col. 9) is typical of the southern part of this area. The Cenozoic 
stratigraphy in the subsurface of the Hanford-Tulare area (pi. 3, col. 6) 
probably has elements of both the Bakersfield arch area to the south and the 
Kettleman hills area to the west.

Northern Diablo Homocline

The northern Diablo homocline, the western limb of the trough between the 
Stockton arch and Panoche Creek, consists of a locally faulted homocline with 
northeast dips. Deformation was mostly late Cenozoic, complex in its history, 
and has included up-to-the-southwest reverse faulting (pi. 1).

The present Diablo Range is principally a product of Neogene tectonism, 
although there is some evidence that the northern Diablo Range existed as a 
positive area as far back as the Paleogene (Clarke and others, 1975; Nilsen 
and Clarke, 1975; Bartow and others, 1985). The relations between the Paleo 
gene Diablo uplift and Stockton arch are unclear, but Neogene structures in 
the northern Diablo Range appear to have been superimposed on the older posi 
tive areas.

Late Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks of the northern Diablo Range form a 
northeast-dipping homocline in which the dips of the Tertiary strata generally 
range from 30° to 50° (pi. 2). Subordinate structures are principally faults, 
but folds associated with the Vernalis and Black Butte faults occur near Tracy 
at the west end of the Stockton arch, and a small anticline near Patterson 
produces a local reversal of dip in the homocline. Near Gustine, the dips of 
Tertiary strata flatten abruptly to 10° or less to the northeast of a 
northwest-southeast-trending fault.

The principal Cenozoic faults or fault zones of the northern Diablo homo 
cline are (1) the Black Butte fault, a northwest-southeast-trending reverse 
fault west of Tracy that has been active as recently as Pleistocene (Raymond, 
1969); (2) the Vernalis fault, a subsurface reverse fault that parallels the 
Black Butte fault, trends at right angles to the Stockton fault near its west 
end, and has been active during or since Miocene (Bartow, 1985); (3) the San 
Joaquin fault zone, which lies along the west edge of the valley, has offset 
Quaternary depositional surfaces, and probably is a series of reverse faults 
(Bartow, 1985); and (4) the Tesla-Ortigalita fault zone, the western boundary 
of the Diablo homocline and the present boundary between the Franciscan 
Complex and the Great Valley sequence. The Tesla-Ortigalita fault is a zone 
of high-angle faults with a down-to-the-east displacement of many thousands of 
meters, is locally a southwest-dipping reverse or thrust fault (Briggs, 1953), 
and has influenced Cenozoic regional tectonics since, perhaps, early Paleogene 
(Page, 1981).

The stratigraphy of the Orestimba Creek area and the Los Banos-Oro Loma 
area (pi. 3, cols. 1 and 2) are representative of the Diablo homocline.



Approximately 1,400 m (4,600 ft) of Cenozoic deposits in that area thin north 
westward toward the Stockton arch, mostly through truncation of the marine 
older Tertiary units (Hofftnan, 1964; Hackel, 1966; Bartow and others, 1985).

West-Side Fold Belt

The west-side fold belt, the southwest part of the valley trough between 
Panoche Creek and Elk Hills and including the Temblor and southeastern Diablo 
Ranges, is characterized by a series of folds and faults trending slightly 
oblique to the San Andreas fault (pi. 1). Paleogene folds occur in the north 
ern part of the belt; however, most folding was in Neogene time with the 
intensity of deformation increasing southeastward along the belt and south- 
westward toward the San Andreas fault.

The northernmost fold in the west-side fold belt is the Vallecitos syn- 
cline, located just south of Panoche Creek. The southeastern boundary of the 
fold belt is arbitrarily placed east and south of Elk Hills where the fold 
trends change from northwest-southeast to east-west. The east boundary devi 
ates from the valley trough axis near Cantua Creek and south of Kettleman 
Hills to include the subdued Turk, Buttonwillow, Bowerbank, and Semitropic 
anticlines that lie east of the valley axis, but which are structurally more 
akin to the west-side fold belt than to the relatively less deformed southern 
Sierran block.

The intensity of deformation increases southeastward along the fold belt, 
as well as southwestward across the belt toward the San Andreas fault 
(pi. 1). The increased intensity is evidenced by tighter folds and an 
increased number of reverse and thrust faults (Vedder, 1970; Dibblee, 
1973a). Thrust faults seem to be predominantly west dipping, although the 
faulting in the interior of the Temblor Range is complex.

Deflection of the shaleout line of the subsurface, lower Eocene Gatchell 
sand (of local usage) around the down-plunge end of the Joaquin Ridge and 
Coalinga anticlines in the northern part of the fold belt provides evidence of 
a structure that probably formed in the Paleocene or early Eocene (Harding, 
1976). Paleogene deformation is difficult to identify in the south, however, 
because of the deep burial of Paleogene rocks and the strong overprint of Neo 
gene deformation. Harding (1976) outlined the Neogene development of the fold 
belt in relation to the history of strike slip on the San Andreas fault. The 
first en echelon folds in the Temblor Range or southern part of the fold belt 
date from the late early Miocene, whereas the easternmost anticlines in the 
fold belt (Buttonwillow, Bowerbank, and Semitropic) are entirely Pleistocene 
in age (pi. 1). The age of faulting in the fold belt is not well controlled, 
but eastward-verging thrust faults seem to have formed relatively late in the 
deformation history in the more tightly folded area near the San Andreas fault 
(Harding, 1976), and are still active at the western margin of the valley. 
Recent thrust-fault-generated earthquakes at Coalinga anticline (May 1983) 
(Eaton, 1985b) and Kettleman Hills (August 1985) (Wentworth, 1985) are evi 
dence of thrusting beneath major west-side folds, and are an indication of the 
style of Holocene deformation along the fold belt (Wentworth and others, 1983; 
Wentworth and others, 1984; Namson and Davis, 1984; Medwedeff and Suppe, 
1986).
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The structures of the west-side fold belt cumulatively record north-south 
to northeast-southwest compression through the Cenozoic. For the early Paleo- 
gene and most of the Neogene, this compression was apparently manifested as a 
northwest-southeast shear couple. A tendency for Pliocene and Pleistocene 
structures to be oriented more parallel to the San Andreas fault indicates an 
increasing component of compression normal to the fault in the latest Cenozoic 
(Zoback and others, 1987).

Stratigraphic columns for four separate areas the Vallecitos syncline, 
Kettleman Hills north dome, Lost Hills-Devils Den area, and Elk Hills area 
(pi. 3, cols. 4,5,7,8) provide some indication of the variation within the 
west-side fold belt. Total thickness for the combined Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
section may be over 9,500 m (31,200 ft) near the San Joaquin Valley trough 
axis. As with the southern Sierra block part of the valley, there is a 
northward-thinning trend for the Cenozoic (pi. 2) and, particularly for the 
Neogene, a northward trend toward shallower marine and nonmarine facies. 
Middle Tertiary deposits representing some of the deepest water depths in the 
San Joaquin basin are found in the southern Temblor Range. Older rocks are 
not as well known in the southern part of the area because of the absence of 
outcrops and the sparsity of drillholes that reached Paleogene strata.

Maricopa-Tejon Subbasin and South Margin Deformed Belt

The Maricopa-Tejon subbasin and the south margin deformed belt are 
structurally distinct, but genetically related, regions bounded by the 
Bakersfield arch on the north, the San Emigdio Mountains on the south, the 
Tehachapi Mountains on the east, and the southeast end of the west-side fold 
belt on the west (pi. 1). This region has experienced several kilometers of 
crustal shortening in the late Cenozoic (Davis, 1983) through north-directed 
thrust faulting at the south margin, as well as extreme Neogene basin sub 
sidence north of this thrust belt.

Structural trends are variable in this part of the San Joaquin basin, but 
there is a general east-west trend along the south margin of the basin. The 
trends of the west-side fold belt change to west-northwest east-southeast 
where that region merges with the deformed belt at the south end of the 
valley. The folds and faults of the San Emigdio Mountains form a northward- 
directed salient with an average east-west fold trend.

Most of the deformation of the San Emigdio Mountains, including uplift 
and folding, is a late Cenozoic event, and is directly related to thrust 
faults of the Pleito fault system (Davis, 1986). These thrusts date only from 
the Pliocene, and, based on the first appearance of coarse detritus in the 
basin to the north, most of the uplift was late Pliocene and Pleistocene 
(Davis, 1986). Although the basin continued to subside through the Miocene, 
subsidence accelerated in the Pliocene (Davis, 1986; Hirst, 1986).

Normal faults with an average east-west trend, but ranging from 
northwest-southeast to northeast-southwest, occur mainly in the subsurface at 
the south margin of the basin (Hirst, 1986; Davis, 1986). These faults were 
active during the latest Oligocene and early Miocene concurrent with volcanism 
and basin subsidence (Turner, 1970; Hirst, 1986; Davis, 1986). The mostly 
east-west-trending Edison normal fault with down-to-the-north offset of over 
1,500 m (4,900 ft), as well as other normal faults of general east-west trend
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in this region of the basin, were also active at this time (Dibblee and 
Chesterman, 1953; Bartow, 1984).

The White Wolf fault, which was the locus of the M^ 7.2 Arvin-Tehachapi 
earthquake of July, 1952, is a southeast-dipping oblique-slip reverse fault 
(Oakeshott, 1955; Stein and Thatcher, 1981). Total vertical separation on the 
basement surface has been at least 3,600 m (11,800 ft) (Stein and Thatcher, 
1981) or possibly more than 4,600 m (15,100 ft) (Davis, 1983). Although the 
early history of the White Wolf fault is uncertain, subsurface stratigraphic 
evidence suggests it originated during the late Oligocene-early Miocene period 
as a down-to-the-northwest normal fault and in Pliocene reversed its motion 
(Davis, 1986).

The western part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin contains the thickest 
Cenozoic deposits in the San Joaquin basin. Neogene and Quaternary strata are 
more than 6,100 m (20,000 ft) thick at the Paloma oil field and more than 
6,900 m (22,600 ft) thick in the Tenneco Oil Company "Tenneco-Superior-Sand 
hills" 64X well located about 7 km (5 mi) north-northeast of Mettler where 
Davis and Namson (1987) believe the entire sedimentary section may be 9,000 m 
(29,500 ft) thick. Eocene strata rest on basement rocks in the San Emigdio 
Mountains and at South Coles Levee oil field at the west end of the Bakers- 
field arch (Church and Krammes, 1957), but no wells have reached basement in 
the intervening area. The thickness of Paleogene strata in the central part 
of the deep is not known, but more than 1,750 m (5,700 ft) of Paleogene is 
present in the outcrops in the near San Emgidio Mountains on the south side of 
the basin (pi. 3, col. 10), and a greater thickness might be present downdip 
to the north. There are no known Cretaceous or Paleocene deposits south of 
the Bakersfield arch.

Paleobathymetries recorded in the middle Tertiary deposits of the 
Maricopa-Tejon subbasin are the deepest found in the San Joaquin basin. 
Abyssal depths (>1,800 m) (>5,905 ft) were reached during Oligocene time, and 
continued through middle Miocene (Bandy and Arnal, 1969). Paleogene nonmarine 
deposits occur on the east and southeast, and the basin gradually shallowed 
through the late Neogene, and became entirely nonmarine in latest Pliocene 
time.

Basin Evolution

The evolution of the San Joaquin basin is traced through a series of 
paleogeographic maps that show the thickness of Cretaceous sediments at the 
beginning of the Tertiary, subsequent gradual restriction of the marine basin 
through uplift and emergence of the northern part in the late Paleogene, 
closing off of the western outlets in the Neogene, and final sedimentary 
infilling in the latest Neogene and Quaternary (pi. 3). The nine Cenozoic 
paleogeographic maps were constructed for relatively narrow time slices of the 
Tertiary, shown as stippled bands on the correlated stratigraphic sections 
(pi. 3). The paleogeography was compiled from published maps and modified to 
agree with more recent stratigraphic and sedimentologic data. In many cases 
where data are sparse or even nonexistent, the maps represent the interpreta 
tions and biases of the author (Bartow). See Bartow (1987b) for more details.

The late Paleocene paleogeographic map (pi. 3) shows the transgressive 
phase of the upper Paleocene and lower Eocene depositional sequence. The
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northern and eastern parts of the basin were occupied by a marine shelf; 
deeper marine slope and basinal facies were restricted to the southwest. An 
upland, probably of low relief, lay to the northeast, and the shelf and slope 
were largely open to the ocean on the west. Uplift of the Stockton arch pro 
duced a broad west-trending peninsula between the San Joaquin and Sacramento 
basins. It is not known how much of the arch was exposed at this time because 
later erosion has removed Paleocene strata, but it is assumed that some shal 
low or nearshore marine deposition took place over the west end of the arch. 
Stratigraphic relations in the Mt. Diablo area suggest an emergent area south 
of the Meganos canyon (fig. 1). At the south end of the basin, the first 
stages of the oroclinal bending of the southern Sierra Nevada had produced a 
westward deviation of the southeast-trending shoreline, and left the future 
Bakersfield arch and the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin area emergent.

A major regression, separating two basinwide depositional sequences, 
affected the basin at the end of lower Eocene. The combined effects of tec- 
tonism and eustatic sea-level change resulted in broad fluctuations in the 
shoreline, and produced major changes in paleogeography. Tectonic activity 
included uplifts in the Diablo Range area in late early and late Eocene, and 
possibly in the San Emigdio Range area near the end of the Eocene. The early 
to middle Eocene paleogeographic map shows the effect of the major regression 
that occurred at the end of the upper Paleocene-lower Eocene depositional 
sequence, largely as a result of eustatic lowering of sea level that left the 
marine basin greatly restricted (pi. 3). Based on recent interpretations of 
facies patterns, large deltas are inferred to have prograded westward across 
the basin from the central Sierra Nevada, which was the principal source of 
Eocene sediment (Slagle, 1979).

The middle Eocene paleogeographic map shows the effect of the maximum 
transgression for the entire Tertiary which was reached at middle Eocene time 
(pi. 3). Widespread pelagic sediments indicate that most of the present San 
Joaquin Valley was covered by deep marine waters, and the basin was largely 
open to the west, as it had been in the Paleocene. A large deep-sea fan was 
constructed in the southwestern part of the basin, which had its source and 
proximal part on the Salinia terrane west of the present San Andreas fault 
(Clarke, 1973; Clarke and Nilsen, 1973). The east side of the basin was 
fringed by a relatively extensive belt of fluvial and deltaic deposits. The 
regressive phase of the Eocene depositional sequence near the end of the 
Eocene is recorded in the northern part of the basin and at the south end, 
while deep-water deposition continued in the central part.

The Oligocene paleogeographic map shows the situation at the time of 
maximum regression in the middle Oligocene (pi. 3). The entire northern half 
of the basin was emergent through the Oligocene, while deep-water sedimenta 
tion continued from the Eocene into the Oligocene in the southwest. The 
Stockton fault was active, the Stockton arch was being eroded, and alluvium 
was deposited to the north and to the south of the arch. The Diablo Range, 
and probably the northern Temblor Range areas, were emergent, and deep-marine 
deposition was restricted to the southwest part of the formerly extensive 
basin. A narrow fringe of nonmarine deposits lay along the east side of the 
marine embayment, while coarser alluvial fan deposits, derived from uplifts to 
the south, accumulated along the south and southeast margin of the basin.
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Paleogeographic changes took place at a faster pace during the Miocene, 
particularly adjacent to the developing San Andreas fault system. Marine 
deposition was restricted to the southern part of the basin and extensive non- 
marine deposition began in the north. The early Miocene paleogeographic map 
shows a marine embayment similar to the Oligocene embayment (pi. 3). The 
northern Temblor Range area that was briefly exposed at mid-Oligocene time was 
inundated in the early Miocene, as it had been in the late Oligocene, and the 
early Miocene strand line advanced even farther eastward onto the southern 
Sierran block. Nonmarine deposition expanded northwestward as tuffaceous 
alluvial plain deposits covered the northern basin and Stockton arch areas. 
The last stages of the previously extensive coarse alluvial fan deposition 
occurred at the south end of the basin.

The paleogeographic map near the early Miocene-middle Miocene boundary 
shows uplift of the southern part of the basin that produced a regression 
there as alluvial fan and fan delta deposits prograded basinward (pi. 3). 
Farther north, however, there was a transgression as the strand line advanced 
northwestward onto the Diablo uplift in the Coalinga area and in the 
Vallecitos syncline. The initiation of wrench tectonism on the southwest side 
of the basin resulted in uplifts in the adjacent Salinia terrane and nonmarine 
deposition in the southern Diablo Range area.

Following the early to middle Miocene regression, the marine embayment 
expanded to its Neogene maximum extent, coincident with a middle Miocene high 
stand of sea level. Marine deposits of late Middle Miocene age reach as far 
north as Chowchilla (70 km (44 mi) northwest of Fresno). The basin axis at 
that time seems to have been considerably farther east than the present axis, 
probably because uplift of the southern Diablo Range and consequent sediment 
influx from the west forced the northern basin axis to the east. In the deep 
southern part of the basin, extensive deep-sea fan deposits were derived from 
sources to the east, the south, and the southwest.

As shown on the paleogeographic map of late Miocene (pi. 3), the north 
ward movement of the Salinia terrane, composed of isolated highs surrounded by 
shallow seas (Graham, 1978) west of the San Andreas fault, was beginning to 
close off the San Joaquin basin along its west margin. A new seaway had 
opened through the Priest Valley area west and northwest of Coalinga, but 
there was no longer a deep marine outlet to the Pacific Ocean. The deep- 
marine embayment was becoming more restricted as shallow-marine shelf deposits 
and nonmarine deposits prograded basinward along the east side of the basin. 
The late Miocene regression culminated in the southern part of the basin with 
a widespread unconformity (pi. 3). Coarse alluvial fan sedimentation along 
the southeastern margin of the basin in the latest Miocene marks the beginning 
of the accelerated late Neogene uplift of the Sierra Nevada.

Neogene tectonic activity around the San Joaquin basin increased in 
intensity in the Pliocene, leading to the elimination of the marine embayment 
by the close of the Pliocene. The San Andreas fault had become the principal 
element of the transform system by the beginning of the Pliocene (Graham, 
1978), and the consequent increase in slip rates resulted in the Salinia ter 
rane being moved rapidly northward to cut off the southwestern marine connec 
tion with the Pacific Ocean, as well as in increasing wrench tectonism along 
the fault zone.
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The paleogeographic map for the Pliocene (pi. 3) differs significantly 
from the late Miocene map. The embaytnent is much smaller, and the basin, 
mostly brackish by this time, is enclosed on the south and southwest. Non- 
marine deposits prograded into the shallowing embayment from all sides, and 
the now-emergent Salinia terrane was transported northwestward to completely 
close the marine outlet by about the end of the Pliocene. A developing uplift 
lay to the south of the basin, while the Maricopa subbasin immediately to the 
north was subsiding rapidly. A shallow seaway west of Coalinga connected the 
rapidly shallowing embayment with the Pacific Ocean.

By the beginning of the Pleistocene, the San Joaquin basin was entirely 
emergent. Uplift and westward tilting of the Sierra Nevada continued through 
the Pleistocene, while major deformation and uplift of the Coast Ranges, begun 
during the late Pliocene, also continued, including the southern part of the 
west-side fold belt being uplifted as the Temblor Range.

Heat Flow, Subsurface Temperatures and Pore-Fluid Pressures

Heat flow in the Coast Ranges to the west of the San Joaquin basin is 
higher than in the Sierra Nevada to the east, a fact that Lachenbruch and Sass 
(1980) attribute to the rapid eastward steepening of the subduction zone 
across central California where heat flux from basement rocks presumably 
decreases eastward beneath the San Joaquin basin. Heat flow within the basin 
generally is higher along the west side than in the central and eastern basin 
areas but everywhere is lower than in the Coast Ranges (Sass and others, 
1971).

Generally, higher subsurface temperatures and temperature gradients occur 
along the western margin of the San Joaquin basin than in the central and 
eastern portions of the basin (French, 1939; Benfield, 1947; Hood and Castano, 
1974; Wang and Munroe, 1982; Graham and others, 1982). Present-day tempera 
ture gradients are reported to range from about 22° C/km to about 36° C/km 
(1.21° F/100 ft to about 1.98° F/100 ft) (Ziegler and Spotts, 1978) and in 
water wells mostly from 20° C/km to 40° C/km (1.10° F/100 ft to 2.10° F/100 
ft) (Wang and Munroe, 1982). The two published thermal gradient maps of the 
San Joaquin basin are disparate, suggesting further work is needed (American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists, 1975; Wang and Munroe, 1982).

The thermal history of the San Joaquin basin probably is complex because 
the basin evolved as part of the active margin of the North American plate. 
Present-day temperatures in the basin may not everywhere be historical maximum 
values due, for example, to changes in heat flux from below, uplift and remov 
al of overburden or changes in fluid transport through the sedimentary sec 
tion. Lachenbruch and Sass (1980) suggest that the broad positive heat flow 
anomaly extending southward from Cape Mendocino in northern California is a 
trailing effect of the northward migration of the Mendocino triple junction, 
which is believed to have passed by the San Joaquin basin during the Miocene. 
Miocene volcanism and its association with triple junction migration (Johnson 
and O'Neil, 1984) also suggest transient thermal events may have affected San 
Joaquin basin sediments. Actual evidence of a transient heating event in the 
vicinity of the North Tejon oil field in the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin comes 
from studies of laumontite crystallization, fission tracks in detrital 
apatites, and ^Ar/^Ar ag e spectrum of detrital microclines in core samples 
(McCulloh and Stewart, 1980; Naeser and others, 1988; Harrison and Be, 1983).
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Similar data from other parts of the San Joaquin basin either do not exist or 
are not published.

High pore-fluid pressures, markedly greater than hydrostatic, have long 
been recognized in different parts of the San Joaquin basin by drillers and 
petroleum engineers. Berry (1973, 1980) systematically studied pore-fluid 
pressures in the Great Valley, derived mostly from extrapolation of shut-in 
pressure curves, and concluded that high pore-fluid potentials occur in a 
regional band along the western side of the valley. These high fluid pres 
sures generally increase westward and with increasing depth, and approach the 
surface where overlying low-transmissibility rocks do, such as at the Lost 
Hills oil field (Berry, 1973, 1980).

Berry (1973) believed the high pore-fluid potentials were derived from 
the combined effects of gravitational compaction and local and regional com 
pression of the very thick Great Valley sequence which expelled pore-waters, 
to the extent that transmissibility permitted, into the overlying Tertiary 
section. Pore fluids from the lower Tertiary section in the west-central part 
of the basin have been interpreted as membrane-effluent waters derived princi 
pally by compaction from underlying Cretaceous rocks (Berry, 1973; Kharaka and 
Berry, 1974). Berry (1980) attributes high pore-fluid pressures in the cen 
tral syncline, generally east of the South Belridge oil field, and in the 
Maricopa-Tejon subbasin to thermal catagenesis of kerogen and aquathermal 
pressuring (Barker, 1972), the latter effect being enhanced by rapid 
subsidence and sedimentation during late Tertiary.

Yerkes and others (1985) assessed mud weights and pressure data from 
about 300 wells in the southwest part of the basin and concluded that 
abnormally high pore-fluid pressures exist generally below 3 km (1.9 mi) and 
probably are caused, in the southernmost San Joaquin basin where pre-Tertiary 
rocks are absent, by diagenetic/metamorphic reactions supplemented by 
compaction. Local pore-fluid pressure distributions undoubtedly are more 
complex, and generalizations can lead to overbalanced drill mud systems that 
may be detrimental to formation evaluation (e.g., Estill, 1980).

Petroleum Source Rocks

The Monterey and Kreyenhagen Formations are thought to be the principal 
source rocks for most oil and associated gas in the San Joaquin basin (Ziegler 
and Spotts, 1978; Graham and others, 1982; Clark and Clark, 1982; Kruge, 1983; 
Williams, 1984; Graham and Williams, 1985; Mil am, 1985; Lampley, 1986; Graham, 
1987). The Marca Shale Member of the upper Cretaceous Moreno Formation has 
been proposed as another possibly significant source rock in the northern part 
of the basin (McGuire, 1986; Lampley, 1986; Graham, 1987; McGuire, 1988). 
Fine-grained facies of the Oligo-Miocene Temblor and its eastern equivalents, 
although not abundant, may also be source rocks in some areas (Graham, 1985; 
Kuespert, 1985; Gillespie, 1986). Mesozoic rocks in the central and northern 
parts of the basin, and in the southern Sacramento basin, generally are less 
organic-rich, but, by virtue of their great thickness and type III kerogen, 
probably generated the dry gas reservoired in northern fields of the basin 
(Ziegler and Spotts, 1978; Larue and Underwood, 1986; Graham, 1987).

Today the abundance and type of kerogen in the Monterey Formation are 
known, partly by analogy with modern depositional systems (e.g., Ingle, 1981;
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Williams and Reiraers, 1983), to be controlled by depositional environment, 
proportion of terrestrially-derived organic and inorganic debris brought to 
the site of deposition and the biological productivity of the paleo-ocean 
(e.g., Graham and Williams, 1985; Williams, 1984). Low oxygen conditions, 
limited influx of terrestrial debris, and high marine planktonic and bacterial 
productivity have resulted in unusually rich, oil-prone upper Miocene source 
rocks generally distributed along the southwest, south-central, and south part 
of the basin (Graham and others, 1982; Graham and Williams, 1985; Williams, 
1984; Kruge, 1983). To the east and north, stratigraphically equivalent 
source rocks are less organic-rich and more gas-prone because of a higher 
proportion of clastic debris and a preponderance of kerogen derived from 
terrestrial sources (Graham and Williams, 1985). Presumably, similar system 
atic variations occur in the source rocks of the Kreyenhagen, Moreno, and 
other formations, but published studies are lacking.

The richness and oil-versus-gas generative potential of San Joaquin basin 
source rocks is evident from measurements (made with immature to marginally 
mature samples) of total organic carbon and the abundance of hydrogen in the 
kerogen. Modified Van Krevelen diagrams show that (1) Monterey and Kreyen 
hagen source rocks are relatively hydrogen-rich, oil-prone, mostly Type II 
kerogen derived from marine plankton and bacteria; (2) Temblor source rocks 
possibly contain more terrestrially derived kerogen; and (3) Jurassic through 
Campanian source rocks are relatively hydrogen- and oxygen-depleted, mostly 
gas-prone Type III kerogen (Graham and Williams, 1985; Milam, 1985; Kuespert, 
1985; Graham, 1987) (fig. 2). Total organic carbon and kerogen type are sum 
marized for these source rocks and those of the Moreno Formation in Table 1. 
Additional data are needed to more fully characterize the source-rock 
potential of the Temblor, Kreyenhagen, Moreno, and pre-Moreno formations.

In a rudimentary way, hydrocarbon generation depends on the reconstruc 
tion of a time-temperature history of the source rocks and the concept of 
temperature windows within which oil or gas is generated (e.g., Waples, 
1980). This approach was used by Zieglar and Spotts (1978) to construct 
burial history/hydrocarbon maturation diagrams (so-called Lopatin diagrams) 
for the eastern part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin, the central syncline east 
of the South Belridge oil field, and the delta area of the Sacramento basin 
that is located approximately 50 km (31 mi) northwest of the north boundary of 
the San Joaquin basin (fig. 3). These Lopatin diagrams were constructed by 
using present-day sedimentary rock thicknesses (Graham, 1987), a geothermal 
gradient of 2.72° C/100 m (1.49° F/100 ft), assumed constant over time, and 
sedimentation rates assumed to be fairly uniform over time within each age 
unit (Zieglar and Spotts, 1978). Based on these assumptions, oil generation 
began about 15 Ma in Eocene-Oligocene rocks in the eastern Maricopa-Tejon 
subbasin and about 5 to 6 Ma in lower Tertiary and Miocene rocks in the 
central syncline, generally east of the South Belridge field, and in Miocene 
rocks in the eastern Maricopa-Tejon subbasin (Zieglar and Spotts, 1978). Gas 
generation from Cretaceous source rocks in the delta area of the Sacramento 
basin (which may have sourced some of the northernmost gas fields of the San 
Joaquin basin) commenced about 70 to 80 Ma and in the central syncline of the 
San Joaquin basin about 55 Ma according to Zieglar and Spotts (1978).

Graham and Williams (1985) believe the assumed geothermal gradient used 
by Ziegler and Spotts (1978) is too high for the Mesozoic forearc basin and 
report that, based on analysis of outcrop samples, much of the Mesozoic
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Table 1. Kerogen type and range of total organic carbon of 
studied source rocks of San Joaquin basin listed by formation

Formation

Monterey

Temblor

Kreyenhagen

Moreno

Pre-Moreno

Age

middle Miocene to 
early Pliocene

Oligocene to 
middle Miocene

middle to late 
Eocene

late Maestrichtian 
to early Paleocene

pre-late 
Maestrichtian

Predominant 
Kerogen Types

I,II

I,II 

I,II

III

TOC(wt.%) 

0.4 to 10.2

.8 to 4.1 a 

2 to 5 b

as much as 
7.25 C

generally <

Reference

Kruge (1983); 
Graham and 
Williams (1985)

Kuespert (1985)

Milam (1985); 
Graham (1987)

McGuire (1986, 
1988)

Zieglar and 
Spotts (1978); 
Graham (1987)

aBased on analysis of conventional core samples from Kettleman North Dome oil 
field. Gillespie (1986) also reports "organic-rich, silty shales" from outcrops of 
Temblor Formation near Capitola Park oil field in southernmost Temblor Range. 
There are no other studies published to support or deny the significance of fine- 
grain facies of the Temblor Formation as source rocks.

Based on analysis of samples from three wells, one located 10 km south of Coalinga, 
one located 30 km northeast of Coalinga, and one located 10 km north of the South 
Belridge oil field (Graham, 1987).

cBased on analysis of samples from wells located from Coalinga northward.

Based on analysis of Jurassic through Campanian samples taken from outcrops located 
west of Sacramento (Graham, 1987).
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Figure 3. Burial-history/petroleum maturation diagrams (Lopatin diagrams) for 
(A) eastern part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin, (B) central syncline 
east of the South Belridge oil field, and (C) delta area of the 
Sacramento basin (Zieglar and Spotts, 1978).
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section resides in the "oil window" or is even immature; they conclude that 
gas origin is not necessarily thermogenic in the conventional sense, but must 
be related to gas-proneness of the kerogen. Graham and Williams (1985) also 
question the importance to hydrocarbon maturation of transiently high heat 
flow in the basin (due to triple junction migration) because of the possibil 
ity that high Miocene through Pleistocene sedimentation rates acted in opposi 
tion by depressing isotherms. Graham and Williams (1985, fig. 14) show the 
approximate distribution of source rocks of the upper Monterey Formation in 
the central syncline that are now oil-generative based on present depth of 
burial, present subsurface temperatures estimated from uncorrected bottom-hole 
log temperatures (Graham and others, 1982), and an oil-generating threshold 
temperature of 43° C (109° F).

Graham and Williams (1985) believe rocks of the Monterey Formation 
sourced the major oil accumulations in the central San Joaquin basin while the 
Kreyenhagen was the source of accumulations in the northern oil fields, such 
as the Coalinga, Helm, and Riverdale fields. Berry (1980) speculates that oil 
present in the Lost Hills anticlinal trend, especially in the Temblor Forma 
tion, was displaced northwestward to the present-day Kettleman North Dome and 
Coalinga Nose oil fields by extreme hydrodynamic conditions related to abnor 
mally high fluid pressures. Within the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin, Eocene 
through Micoene source rocks, especially the Monterey Formation, provided the 
petroleum reservoired there according to Zieglar and Spotts (1978).

Diagenesis of Petroleum Reservoir Rocks

Sandstones of the San Joaquin basin generally are mineralogically imma 
ture and may contain significant amounts of feldspar, mica, volcanic rock 
fragments, and(or) argillaceous matrix, making them more susceptible to diage- 
netic alteration than, for example, the more mineralogically mature sandstones 
of the Gulf Coast. Sandstone diagenesis in the San Joaquin basin has received 
increased attention in recent years because exploration for subtle and deeper 
reservoirs and improved recovery efficiency from existing reservoirs requires 
better understanding and prediction of reservoir porosity, permeability, and 
timing of hydrocarbon migration. The long-standing tradition of cutting and 
archiving conventional cores has been invaluable to these more recent 
investigations.

Merino (1975) appears to have been the first to publish a comprehensive 
description of the multiple cycles of authigenic mineral formation in sand 
stones of the Temblor Formation at Kettleman North Dome oil field. He also 
estimated the mass balance of the diagenetic reactions, noted pervasive frac 
turing of quartz and plagioclase grains due to either compaction or regional 
tectonic deformation and, in a companion paper (Merino, 1975), examined 
chemistry of pore-fluids and diagenetic mineralogy.

Several recent studies have focused on the diagenesis of sandstones in 
selected oil fields in the southern part of the basin. Boles (1984) and Boles 
and Ramseyer (1987) present a diagenetic history of the east-sourced Stevens 
sandstones in the North Coles Levee oil field that sequentially includes car 
bonate cementation, plagioclase dissolution and kaolinite precipitation, cal- 
cite dissolution, and hydrocarbon emplacement (fig. 4). Menzie and Horton 
(1987) describe the diagenetic history of arkosic sandstones from the Coalinga 
oil field that in some respects follows the cementation-dissolution-
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precipitation-hydrocarbon emplacement sequence of Boles and Ramseyer (1987). 
Eslinger and Ranganathan (1983) describe a similar multi-stage diagenetic 
history of east-sourced upper Miocene Stevens sandstones in the Paloma oil 
field.

Tieh and others (1986) studied upper Miocene arkosic sandstones from the 
Yowlumne oil field and found that the dominant composition of detrital feld 
spar correlates with the nature and sequence of authigenic mineral assem 
blages. In K-feldspar-dominated sandstones, feldspar diagenesis produced clay 
minerals dominated by kaolinite, while plagioclase-dominated sandstones pro 
duced clay minerals dominated by montmorillonite. While feldspar diagenesis 
results in a net loss of porosity, arkoses dominated by K-feldspars and authi 
genic kaolinite have higher porosity and permeability than arkoses dominated 
by plagioclase and montmorillonite.

Krystinik (1980) studied samples of conventional cores from Elk Hills 
Naval Petroleum Reserve #1 to show that the abundance of authigenic silica, 
clay, and carbonate minerals in sandstones decreases with increasing distance 
from adjacent shale beds. Based on this observation, Krystinik concluded that 
thin sandstone units, typical of outer fan and overbank deposits, probably are 
less favorable petroleum reservoirs.

McCulloh and Stewart (1979, 1980) described the distribution of the first 
occurrence with depth in the southern part of the basin of the permeability- 
and porosity-reducing calcium zeolite mineral laumontite. They concluded that 
laumontite can form at any depth, and is favored by (1) presence of suitable 
Ca-aluminosilicate mineral, such as detrital plagioclase; (2) pore waters of 
low total salinity ( 30,000 ppm) and exceptionally low pC02 J (3) high initial 
sandstone permeability for high pore-water flow rates; and (4) generally nor 
mal to abnormally low pressure gradients, although high thermal gradients can 
compensate for greater than normal hydrostatic pore-pressures. They believe 
laumontite-bearing sandstones are poor prospects for petroleum production. 
Crossey and others (1984) propose from theoretical and experimental studies 
that decarboxylation reactions might destabilize previously formed laumontite 
to create secondary porosity. MacGowan and Surdam (1987) analyzed formation 
waters and aqueous extracts of crude oils, partly from the San Joaquin basin, 
and found 1 to 3 weight percent carboxylic acid anions, which they believe may 
be useful in modeling clastic reservoir diagenesis.

Residence time at temperature, not simply maximum burial temperature, 
appears to be an important influence on the observed illite/smectite ratio in 
equivalent-aged rocks of different burial histories in the southern San 
Joaquin basin (Ramseyer and Boles, 1986). The dependence of clay dewatering 
on a time-temperature index, perhaps analogous to the time-temperature effect 
on kerogen decomposition, has important implications because of the potential 
of the dewatering process to catalyze and flush hydrocarbons from shale, 
produce abnormally high pore-fluid pressures, and provide cementation agents 
to sandstones (Ramseyer and Boles, 1986).

Diagenesis of fine-grained siliceous rocks of the Monterey Formation is 
well documented by Isaacs (1980, 1981, 1982) and is described in the Midway- 
Sunset (Isaacs, 1985), Lost Hills (Stosur and David, 1976; Kruge and Williams, 
1982; McGuire and others, 1983), McKittrick (Mulhern and others, 1983), and 
South Belridge (Schwartz and others, 1981; Beyer, 1987) oil fields. These
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siliceous rocks, either as opal-A, opal-CT, or quartz-dominated silica phases, 
are widespread in the southwest part of the basin where, in places, they are 
oil productive. The silica-phase transformations from opal-A to opal-CT to 
quartz are accompanied by pronounced reductions of porosity and increased 
fracture toughness, compressive strength, and tensile strength; all are 
important considerations in the natural or artificial fracturing of these very 
low permeability rocks.

Porosity of Petroleum Reservoir Rocks

Porosity and permeability of sandstones are governed by diagenetic 
processes. These processes are controlled by such factors as the original 
detrital mineralogy, texture and organic content of the sandstone, its 
depositional environment and rate of burial, and post-burial histories of 
temperature, pore-fluid chemistry, pore-fluid pressure, and confining stresses 
(McCulloh, 1967).

Little definitive information has been published on the systematics of 
sandstone porosity and permeability in the San Joaquin basin, but several 
observations are possible. The rate of decrease of porosity with increasing 
depth, the porosity-depth gradient, is greater for sandstones of the San 
Joaquin basin than for similar-aged, more mineralogically mature sandstones, 
such as those of the Gulf Coast (Zieglar and Spotts, 1978; Berg, 1986, 
fig. 9-30). The porosity-depth gradient generally is greater where the 
present or past geothermal gradient is or has been greater (McCulloh and 
others, 1978; Dixon and Kirkland, 1985). The porosity-depth gradient is 
higher for sandstones whose original detrital mineralogy possessed greater 
chemical lability (Berg, 1986, fig. 9-30).

Zieglar and Spotts (1978) present evidence that the porosity-depth gradi 
ent is higher for west-side reservoir sandstones than for east-side reservoir 
sandstones in the San Joaquin basin. They state "the more abrupt loss of por 
osity with depth for reservoirs of the west-side structures is mainly indica 
tive of postburial uplift". This is, of course, not possible unless there are 
erosional unconformities within the west-side section that cause steplike 
discontinuities in the porosity-depth profile. Because the overall porosity- 
depth gradient decreases with increasing depth of burial, movement of a seg 
ment of this porosity-depth curve to a shallower depth, as a result of uplift 
and removal of overburden by erosion, results in a lower-than-normal observed 
porosity-depth gradient. The observed higher porosity-depth gradient for 
west-side reservoir sandstones must be due to (1) unconformities within the 
section juxtaposing rocks with different burial histories, (2) higher 
temperature gradients on the west-side, (3) possibly more chemically labile 
sandstone mineralogies on the west side, (4) possibly more reactive pore- 
fluids on the west side, and(or) (5) more tectonic compression of west-side 
rocks.

The nature and causes of porosity and permeability variations, particu 
larly on the local scale of individual reservoirs or prospects, undoubtedly is 
much more complex and less predictable than the above generalizations sug 
gest. A summary of porosity versus depth data from Zieglar and Spotts (1978), 
together with sandstone porosities from the Paloma oil field, are shown in 
figure 5. They provide some idea of expectable sandstone porosities at 
greater depth in the central part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin. Limited 
permeability data is available in Zieglar and Spotts (1978).
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Figure 5. Porosities of middle Miocene through Pliocene sandstones from
Paloma oil field and vicinity determined from laboratory measurements of 
conventional core samples (Beyer, 1972, unpublished data). Measurements 
are uncorrected for in situ stress and temperature conditions. Curves A, 
B, and C are "best reservoir limit", "eyeball best fit" of sandstone 
reservoirs from Sacramento Valley and eastside of the San Joaquin Valley, 
and "eyeball best fit" of sandstone reservoirs on west side of San 
Joaquin Valley, respectively, from Zieglar and Spotts (1978).
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PETROLEUM PLAYS

The play concept in the analysis of petroleum resources is defined as a 
group of hydrocarbon prospects and/or discovered accumulations that have com 
mon geological characteristics such as source rock, trapping mechanism, struc 
tural history or depositional pattern (Procter and others, 1982). Within a 
basin, play definition is a subjective process and different workers may 
define different numbers of plays based on different criteria. For the 1987 
petroleum assessment of the San Joaquin province, seven plays were defined on 
the basis of depositional system (including sequence, facies, source direction 
and distribution), structural setting, age, and, in one case, lithology. 
Because the USGS resource assessment by play analysis utilized statistical 
data of discovered accumulations within the play, the need to logically group 
the large number of discovered oil and gas reservoirs in the basin also 
influenced play definition. The seven plays are described below by pro 
ceeding, more or less, from youngest to oldest rock units.

PLAY I: Uppermost Miocene to Pleistocene Marine and 
Nonmarine Sandstones, South-Central and Southwest Area

Sands and sandstones that are part of the last sequence of Neogene marine 
transgressive-regressive cycles and Quaternary nonmarine deposition occur in 
the south-central and southwest area of the province within the Etchegoin, San 
Joaquin, and Tulare Formations (pi. 4). These rocks share a simple burial 
history, and generally are less deformed than upper Miocene rocks which they 
unconforaably overlie. This play consists of two elements, one characterized 
by nonassociated gas, and the other by oil reservoirs .

Mostly thin (less than 10 m (30 ft)), generally transgressive marine 
sands of Pliocene age, grading upward into Pleistocene deltaic and nonmarine 
sands in the south-central and southwest area, produce nonassociated gas, 
mostly from gently folded anticlines (Dudley Ridge, Harvester, Trico, Semi- 
tropic, Buttonwillow, Rio Bravo, Bowerbank, Canal, Ten Section, North and 
South Coles Levee, Paloma, Elk Hills and Buena Vista fields) (pi. 4). Seals 
are fine grained, low-permeability claystone and tightly cemented sandstone. 
Reservoir depth ranges from less than 300 m (1,000 ft) to about 1,500 m 
(4,900 ft) in the deeper central part of the basin. Gas presumably migrated 
upward after thermal generation in Cretaceous, Eocene and(or) Miocene source 
rocks, although some of the shallow gas may be biogenic in origin.

Mostly thin (3 to 20 m) (10 to 65 ft), generally transgressive marine 
sands of Pliocene age, grading upward into Pleistocene deltaic and nonmarine 
sands in the southwest area, produce large quantities of mostly low-gravity 
oil. Larger fields include Midway-Sunset, Buena Vista, Elk Hills, McKittrick, 
Asphalto, Cymric, South and North Belridge, and Lost Hills (pi. 4). Seals are

3Age, formation, average depth, average net thickness, and porosity of
individual reservoirs are from California Division of Oil and Gas (1985) and 
various publications of the California Division of Oil and Gas referenced 
herein.
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fine grained, low-permeability claystone, tightly cemented sandstone and tar 
zones. Traps include anticlines, faults, pinchouts, truncations, and permea 
bility barriers. Reservoir porosities range from 20 to 35 percent, are found 
at depths of about 100 m (330 ft) in the west to more than 2,400 m (7,900 ft) 
at the Yowlumne field, and may be expected to slightly greater depths in the 
deepest basinal areas. Oil has migrated generally from the underlying upper 
Miocene Monterey Formation. In the case of some Pleistocene reservoir 
accumulations, the history of ground-water movement has controlled the final 
accumulation (Chamberlain and Madrid, 1986).

PLAY II: Upper Miocene West- and Southwest-Sourced 
Channel and Turbidite Sands, Southwest Area

Thick (up to 150 m (500 ft)), discontinuous and sinuous upper Miocene 
sandstone units along the southwest area are enclosed in off-shelf fine 
grained siliceous rocks. These sands, mostly contained in the Monterey 
Formation and Reef Ridge Shale, have been interpreted as submarine canyon 
deposits and proximal to distal turbidite deposits that came from a steep 
nearby trans-San Andreas plutonic source terrane. Some of these sands have 
been traced as channels for many kilometers; others are thick bodies with 
little area! extent. Undoubtedly, many of these sand bodies were lost to ero 
sion during the uplift of Temblor Range in the Pleistocene. Most reservoir 
sands have porosities in the 25- to 35-percent range, have good permeabili 
ties, and have been found at depths above 2,400 m (7,900 ft). Reservoirs 
include, for example, Spellacy, Lakeview, Sub-Lakeview, Monarch, Asphalto, 
555, Republic, Williams, Leutholtz, Reef Ridge, 26R, and 24A sands of local 
usage in fields that range southeastward from the Cymric field through Midway- 
Sunset to White Wolf, including parts of the Buena Vista and Elk Hills oil 
fields (pi. 4).

More distal turbidite facies have proven productive at depths of 3,650 m 
(12,000 ft) with porosities in the 10- to 20-percent range and variable 
permeabilities. Fields with such reservoirs include San Emidio Nose, 
Yowlumne, Cal Canal, Rio Viejo, and Landslide.

For all reservoirs, upper Miocene organic-rich shales, which in some 
places encase the sands, are believed to be the source rocks. Traps include 
pinchouts, tilted lenses, folded or domed channel and lobe sands, differential 
compaction of shales over sand lobes, faults, and diagenetic permeability 
barriers.

PLAY III: Middle and Upper Miocene Fractured Shales and Diatomaceous Rocks

Deposition of fine-grained biogenous (siliceous) sediments in a largely 
anoxic basin during middle and upper Miocene, with dilution and dominance by 
fine-grained terrigenous sediments in part of middle Miocene, resulted in 
thick sequences (450 to 3,000 m) (1,500 to 9,800 ft) of fine-grained siliceous 
deposits composed of biogenous material (mostly diatom frustules), clay and 
silt with sand lenses and partings in some locations. These rocks make up the 
fine-grained lithofacies of the (1) Reef Ridge Shale (including Belridge 
diatomite of local usage), (2) the McLure (Antelope or McDonald of local 
usage), Devilwater, and Gould Shale Members of the Monterey Formation that are 
widely distributed in the southwest part of the province, and (3) parts of the 
Fruitvale Shale in the southeast part of the province (pi. 4).
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Where not buried deeply (South Belridge, Buena Vista, Lost Hills, and 
portions of Midway-Sunset and McKittrick fields), these rocks are diatomaceous 
with porosities as high as 60 percent (Beyer, 1987), but with low permeabili 
ties. Although some oil production has been obtained from these rocks for 
many years, greatly improved production resulted from extensive fracture 
stimulation begun in 1980 (Strubhar and others, 1984). Also, successful pilot 
studies at the McKittrick oil field to extract oil from quarried surface 
deposits of diatomaceous muds tone (estimated 832 million barrels in-place 
resource) probably only await economic incentive and environmental solutions 
(Mulhern and others, 1983).

With greater burial depths, diagenetically altered equivalents are 
porcelaneous shales (opal-CT) and hard, quartz-rich rocks with relatively low 
intergranular porosity. The opal-CT and, especially, quartz-rich rocks may be 
naturally fractured, but the distribution of these fractured regions has not 
been adequately explored or explained. Intriguingly, limited amounts of oil 
production have been obtained from naturally fractured upper Miocene shales in 
a number of widely dispersed fields (e.g., Jerry Slough, Wasco, North Bel- 
ridge, South Belridge, Elk Hills, west of Midway-Sunset, White Wolf, and 
McDonald Anticline). Significant oil has been produced from these types of 
rocks in the Lost Hills field (Hardoin, 1963; McGuire and others, 1983). 
Substantial production may be present in the Elk Hills field (Maher and 
others, 1975) and elsewhere, as predicted by Graham and Williams (1985).

The diatomaceous rocks probably have been sourced by more deeply buried, 
relatively organic carbon-rich Miocene shales, while more deeply buried 
fractured quartz-rich shales may themselves be the source rock. These fine- 
grain rocks represent a substantial volume of the Neogene basin in its 
southwest quadrant. Reservoirs and traps may result from tectonic, 
stratigraphic, and(or) diagenetic effects, and probably will need stimulation 
to achieve adequate production rates.

PLAY IV: Upper Eocene to Recent Marine and 
Nonmarine Sandstones, Southeast Margin and Tejon Platform

Deposition in the southeast margin of the San Joaquin basin has been 
controlled since latest Eocene by basin subsidence, eustatic sea level 
changes, and successive uplift of the basin margin and sediment source areas 
to the east and southeast. As a consequence, deltaic, fluvial and terrestrial 
wedges, shelf, channel, and slope (ramp?) deposits, and, more basinward, tur- 
bidite sequences characterize this part of the basin. The mostly upper slope, 
shelf, and nonmarine facies that extend from the vicinity of the Jasmin field 
southward to the Comanche Point field and westward across the Tejon platform 
to include the Wheeler Ridge field are grouped in this play (pi. 4). Frac 
tured basement reservoirs, to date found only in the Edison and Mountain View 
fields, also are grouped in this play for want of a better location. To the 
west of Bakersfield and north of the White Wolf fault, the generally lower 
slope and turbidite deposits of Eocene(?), Oligocene, and Miocene age, includ 
ing the important Stevens sands, are considered in Play V.

North of the White Wolf fault, Oligocene to Pleistocene (and minor older) 
productive sandstone reservoirs occur in practically every formation, but are 
most prolific in the Kern River, Chanac and Santa Margarita (local usage)
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formations, and in the Jewett Sand, Freeman Silt, and Vedder Sand. Reservoirs 
tend to wedge out or to be overlapped to the east, and to pass into deep-water 
facies to the west. Dips and folds are mostly gentle, and normal faults are 
common. Some gently folded anticlines are intensely faulted, but throws are 
relatively small. Common trap types include faults, tar seals, or other per 
meability barriers, pinchouts, and truncations. Source rocks probably are the 
organic carbon-rich Miocene shales in deeper basinal areas to the west and 
southwest, although Eocene shales might have sourced some of the oldest, most 
basinward sands in the northern area. Most oil comes from depths of about 
50 m (165 ft) (Kern River field) to 600 m (2,000 ft) (Fruitvale field), 
although oil is produced from reservoirs as deep as 1,800 m (5,900 ft) in the 
Edison field, 3,000 m (9,800 ft) in the Mountain View field, and equivalent 
sandstones are as deep as 5,000 m (16,400 ft) southward at the White Wolf 
fault (Bartow, 1984). Porosities generally range from 25 to 38 percent, 
except in the deepest reservoirs (Mountain View field), where they may be less 
than 20 percent.

South of the White Wolf fault and westward across the Tejon platform to 
the northeast-facing trace of the Pleito fault, southeast-sourced Miocene 
shelf, ramp(?), and turbidite sands are productive in the Comanche Point, 
Tejon Hills, Tejon, North Tejon, and Wheeler Ridge fields at depths ranging 
from about 140 to 2,200 m (460 to 7,200 ft). Upper Eocene and lower Oligocene 
marine sandstones (Tejon and San Emigdio Formations) are productive in the 
Tejon Hills, Tejon, Tejon Flats, North Tejon, and Wheeler Ridge fields at 
depths of about 640 to 3,350 m (2,100 to 11,000 ft). None of the above units 
have been reached by drill to the north across the White Wolf fault, except to 
the east, south of Arvin (Bartow, 1984).

Hydrocarbon traps on the Tejon platform include truncations, pinchouts, 
permeability barriers, and normal faults on gently dipping anticlines and a 
generally north-dipping homocline permeability barriers, and, at Wheeler 
Ridge, north-directed thrust faulting on a prominent anticline. Reservoir 
porosities vary from as low as 5 to 15 percent for deeply buried upper Eocene 
sandstones to as high as 35 percent for shallow buried Miocene shelf sands.

Arguably, the Tejon platform is distinct structurally and depositionally 
from the eastern margin north and south of Bakersfield, but trap types (except 
in the turbidite sequences) are similar, and the mild deformation (except for 
the Wheeler Ridge field) is similar to the Bakersfield margin. The marine 
shelf seems to have been narrower on the Tejon platform during late Oligocene 
and all except latest Miocene deposition so that more deeper water sands were 
deposited on parts of the platform than along the Bakersfield margin.

The south margin of the San Joaquin Basin is especially complex due to 
its complicated structural history (Davis, 1986), the convergence of westside 
and eastside stratigraphic nomenclature (Lagoe, 1987), and in outcrop, the 
general westward-directed (rather than basinward-directed) proximal to distal 
facies changes of upper Eocene through lower Miocene sediments (Nilsen, 1987; 
DeCelles, 1986; Gillespie, 1986). For all of the above reasons, the west 
boundary of relatively stable south margin is taken as the northeast-facing 
trace of the Pleito fault (pi. 1) and the Tejon platform is grouped with the 
Bakersfield margin in this play.
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PLAY V: Upper Cretaceous(?) through Miocene East- and 
Southeast-Sourced Basinal Sandstones, South-Central and Southeast Area

Mostly Oligocene and Miocene slope and turbidite sandstones from east and 
southeast sources occur in the south-central and southeast parts of the San 
Joaquin basin (pi. 4). These are the westward and northward stratigraphic 
equivalents of the marine and nonmarine rocks described in Play IV. The pro 
lific Bakersfield arch has many fields that produce from the upper Miocene 
Stevens sands, a sequence of up to 1,200 m (3,900 ft) of turbidite sands with 
interbedded siltstone and shale derived from source areas at the eastern end 
of the Bakersfield arch (e.g., MacPherson, 1978; Webb, 1981). These sands 
form oil reservoirs as far-reaching as the Paloma, Elk Hills (eastern 
portion), and Bowerbank fields, and have been a major exploration target for 
decades. Stevens reservoirs have porosities ranging from about 14-33 percent, 
and have been found at depths ranging from about 1,700 to more than 3,600 m 
(5,600 to 11,800 ft). They may be present east of the Paloma field and north 
of the White Wolf fault at depths not yet reached by the drill in the Tejon 
depocenter.

More distal facies of the Oligo-Miocene Vedder sand, in part resembling 
slope or "ramp" deposits (Bloch, 1986), have produced oil in the Greeley, Rio 
Bravo, Strand, Shafter, and Wasco fields from depths of about 3,400 to 
4,000 m (11,000 to 13,000 ft). Porosities of reservoirs range from about 15 
to 24 percent. Other sands, productive locally, include the lower Miocene Rio 
Bravo and Olcese sands of local usage (Rio Bravo and Greeley fields).

Intriguingly, small amounts of oil were reportedly produced from the 
Vedder sand at a depth of 5,370 m (17,600 ft) in the Semitropic field, and 
from "Eocene sands" at a depth of 4,570 m (15,000 ft) in the Wasco field. The 
latter sands may be part of the Eocene Famosa sand (Edwards, 1943) of local 
usage that presumably is derived from the Sierran block, produce minor amounts 
of oil in the West Jasmin field, and may be coeval with the west side middle 
Eocene Domengine and Avenal Sandstones (Bartow, 1984) or grade westward into 
the middle and upper Eocene Kreyenhagen Formation (Nilsen, 1987). Also, the 
upper Eocene through Miocene marine sands productive on the Tejon platform and 
described in Play IV may have deeply buried, more distal equivalents across 
the White Wolf fault to the north, but these have not yet been reached by 
drill. Oligo-Miocene sands from the east and from the Bakersfield area to the 
northeast may extend into the eastern Maricopa-Tejon subbasin which remains 
largely undrilled at greater depths. Lastly, undifferentiated Upper Creta 
ceous marine and(or) nonmarine rocks underlie Eocene rocks in some areas north 
of the Bakersfield arch (Bartow and McDougall, 1984, p. J7; Kiser, 1987).

Hydrocarbon traps in this play include anticlines, faulted anticlines, 
faulted homoclines, stratigraphic traps with and without structural elements, 
and permeability barriers. Miocene shales are the principal source rock in 
this play, but, north of the Bakersfield arch, Eocene and older shales also 
may have been important source rocks, especially for upper Eocene, Oligocene 
and lower Miocene sands.
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Play VI: Upper Cretaceous through Middle Miocene Marine Sandstones,
Southwest Basinal Area and Areas Westward to San Andreas Fault,

including Vallecitos Syncline

This play includes rocks of the southwest part of the late Mesozoic 
forearc basin and the western part of the Tertiary basin up through the Middle 
Miocene sandstones of the Temblor Formation, locally as young as Luisian. 
This area is the most structurally complex part of the San Joaquin basin and 
most important formations of this play are time-transgressive and possess 
complex lithofacies that reflect active tectonic control of sedimentation 
(e.g., Harding, 1976; Nilsen, 1979; Warren, 1983; Isaacson and Blueford, 1984; 
Graham, 1985). Generally, deformation and complexity of lithofacies increase 
from the eastern basinal area of this play to its west and south margins.

The eastern boundary of the play is the approximate eastern edge of Neo- 
gene compressional deformation (Harding, 1976, figs. 3 and 8; Callaway, 1971, 
fig. 6) (pi. 4). The northern part of this eastern boundary also corresponds 
approximately to the average position of the Sierra block marine shelf edge 
during Miocene, as defined by the 300-ft (90-m) paleoisobaths of Bandy and 
Arnal (1969). The very north end of the eastern play boundary is curved 
westward to include the Vallecitos syncline within this play (pi. 4).

The mid-section of the eastern play boundary is located near the average 
position of the bathymetric basin axis during Miocene (Bandy and Arnal, 
1969). Further south between the North Coles Levee and Wheeler Ridge oil 
fields, the boundary is drawn arbitrarily as a straight line to, more or less, 
define an eastern limit for the west-, southwest-, and south-sourced sands of 
this play that are distinct from the east- or southeast-sourced sands of Play 
V. There is little available information with which to place the play bound 
ary between North Coles Levee and Wheeler Ridge oil fields. Possible clock 
wise rotation of the Tehachapi Mountains (and presumably the terrain of the 
present San Emigdio Mountains) 22 Ma or earlier (Plescia and Calderone, 1986; 
Golombek and Brown, 1988) confounds this problem. From the west end of the 
Wheeler Ridge field, the play boundary follows the trace of the Pleito Fault 
southeastward to basement rocks in the eastern San Emigdio Mountains.

This play encompasses a depositionally diverse sequence of sedimentary 
rocks distributed over a wide geographic area along the west and southwest 
portion of the basin. Several separate plays easily could be defined from 
this rather large, all-encompassing play. Description of the play is divided 
by age into Upper Cretaceous through lower Paleocene, upper Paleocene through 
lower Eocene, middle Eocene through upper Eocene or lowest Oligocene, and 
Oligocene through middle Miocene rocks. Within each age category, the 
description proceeds from north to south along the west side of the basin.

Upper Cretaceous through lower Paleocene

The oldest sedimentary rocks of this play belong to Upper Cretaceous 
Panoche Formation of Goudkoff (1945) (Campanian through lower Maestrichtian), 
the much thinner and southward overlapped Moreno Formation of Payne (1960) 
(upper Maestrichtian through lower Paleocene), and other undifferentiated 
Cretaceous rocks (primarily in the subsurface). These sediments were depos 
ited largely as turbidite sequences in the final regressive phase of the Late 
Mesozoic forearc basin. About 7,000 m (23,000 ft) of marine sandstone and
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shale are exposed on Joaquin Ridge just north of Coalinga (Dibblee, 1979b). 
Southward near Orchard Peak at least 4,900 m (16,000 ft), and possibly as much 
as 6,000 m (19,700 ft), of Upper Cretaceous forearc basin sediments are 
reported (Marsh, 1960). The southernmost outcrops along the western side are 
near the Temblor Ranch oil field in T. 29 S., R. 20 E. (Dibblee, 1973a).

In the subsurface, east and southeast of Coalinga, these forearc sedi 
ments are believed to be 4,500 to 6,100 m (14,800 to 20,000 ft) thick beneath 
as much as 5,100 m (16,700 ft) of overlying Cenozoic deposits (Hackel, 1966; 
Zieglar and Spotts, 1978; Wentworth and others, 1984). However, 
undifferentiated Cretaceous rocks are reported in the subsurfaace only as far 
south as T. 25 S., R. 24 E., just south of the Trico gas field (Church and 
Krammes, 1958), and may be present at great depth beneath the western part of 
the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1 (pi. 4). There have been no 
reports of these rocks in the subsurface south of these locations.

Little is known about these Upper Cretaceous through lower Paleocene 
forearc basin rocks in the structurally deepest parts of this play except that 
they have not produced oil or gas where sparsely penetrated by drilling. To 
the west where they are less deeply buried, and eventually exposed in outcrop, 
turbidite sands that are (1) most prevalent in the upper part of the Panoche 
Formation (principally, the Joaquin Ridge and Brown Mountain Sandstone Members 
near Coalinga and their equivalents) and (2) occur locally within the Moreno 
Formation (e.g., Cima sand of local usage in northern area) offer the best 
reservoir potential. However, only minor oil (Vallecitos oil field and Oil 
City area of Coalinga oil field) and scant nonassociated gas (west area of 
Pyramid Hills oil field) have been produced from these rocks.

The great burial depth and consequent poor reservoir rock quality, and 
probable lack of migration routes from younger, overlying rich, oil-prone 
source rocks in most areas discourage feelings that much undiscovered 
recoverable oil exists in this sequence. Nevertheless, nonassociated gas 
reservoirs in tectonically fractured rocks may exist, perhaps aided by 
abnormal fluid pressures (Berry, 1973) and the possibility of east-verging 
thrust faults at great depth along the west margin of the basin (Wentworth and 
others, 1984; Namson and Davis, 1988).

Upper Paleocene through lower Eocene

Upper Paleocene through lower Eocene rocks of this play consist of 
bathyal to neritic marine shale and turbidite sandstone facies of the Lodo 
Formation, generally restricted to the northern play area and including the 
informally named subsurface Gatchell sandstone. Also included are overlying 
shallow marine sands of the Yokut and Domengine Sandstones in the north and 
Avenal Sandstone in the south that were deposited during the major regressive- 
transgressive cycle at the end of lower Eocene (Dibblee, 1973b; Mallory, 1959; 
Slagle, 1979; Nilsen, 1979; Kappeler and others, 1984; Bartow, 1987a). The 
upper Paleocene-lower Eocene section is thickest to the southeast, east, and 
north of Coalinga, and in the Vallecitos syncline. These rocks thin and 
apparently are overlapped by younger rocks west of the Bakersfield arch 
(Hackel, 1966).

Northwest of Coalinga, an unnamed basal sandstone member of the Lodo For 
mation (Nilsen, 1979) apparently is restricted to the region of the Vallecitos
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syncline where, as a minor oil reservoir, it is informally called the San 
Carlos sand. The Cantua Sandstone Member of the Lodo Formation, also 
restricted to the area north of Coalinga, is more widespread, extending from 
outcrops in the Vallecitos syncline region southeastward to the Turk anticline 
and possibly northeastward to the Cheney Ranch gas field (Nilsen and others, 
1974; Graham and Berry, 1979) (pis. 1 and 4). The Cantua Sandstone Member is 
a submarine fan deposit, with west-northwest to east-northeast current direc 
tions in outcrop, apparently derived from a submarine canyon or channel in the 
Sierra shelf to the east (Graham and Berry, 1979; Nilsen, 1987). The Cantua 
Sandstone Member has produced small amounts of oil from the Cantua Creek and 
Vallecitos oil fields.

The Gatchell sandstone of local usage is a generally shallow marine sand 
stone (Ryall, 1974) of the Lodo Formation whose source was from the east and 
probably was partly coeval with the Cantua (Graham and Berry, 1979). The 
Gatchell sandstone has been correlated in the subsurface from about Kettleman 
Middle Done to East Coalinga Extension oil fields on the west, to Westhaven 
and Tulare Lake oil fields on the east (Schneeflock, 1978). Thin, generally 
low permeability oil-bearing sands that underlie the Gatchell sand in parts of 
the Coalinga and Pleasant Valley oil fields may be early distal facies of the 
overall shallow marine sand sequence so well developed at the East Coalinga 
Extension oil field (MacPherson, 1978, fig. 17). The Gatchell sand is a 
primary oil reservoir in the Coalinga East Extension, Guijarrel Hills, Kettle 
man North Dome (lower McAdams sand of local usage), and Pleasant Valley oil 
fields where it ranges in depth from 2,250 to 3,570 m (7,400 to 11,700 ft) and 
in thickness from 0 to 190 m (0 to 620 ft). Porosities range from 9 to 22 
percent. Gatchell reservoir traps are caused by stratigraphic, structural 
and(or) diagenetic effects (Schneeflock, 1978).

The generally thin, fluvial to shallow marine Yokut and Domengine Sand 
stones, undivided in the Vallecitos syncline area, occur in outcrops northwest 
of Coalinga (White, 1940; Nilsen, 1979). The Domengine Sandstone, also dis 
cussed in Play VTI, extends northward of the play area, and is recognized in 
the subsurface at least as far southeast as the Westhaven (abandoned) and 
Kettleman North Dome oil fields (pi. 4). These sands have produced relatively 
small amounts of oil in the Vallecitos and Kettleman North Dome (upper McAdams 
sand of local usage) oil fields.

South of Coalinga along the westside outcrop belt, the generally thin, 
fluvial to shallow marine Avenal Sandstone (Dibblee, 1973b; Kappeler and 
others, 1984) is exposed intermittently with its probable equivalents, the 
Acebedo Sandstone west of McLure Valley and the Mabury Sandstone of the Devils 
Den area. These sands are recognized, but unproductive in the Jacalitos and 
Kreyenhagen oil fields, presumably are correlative with the upper McAdams sand 
of local usage at the Kettleman North and Middle Dome fields, have produced 
minor amounts of oil in the Pyramid Hills (Norris area), Shale Point (Mabury 
sand) and Shale Flat (Mabury sand) fields, and are not recognized or reached 
by drill in other fields further to the south and east (pi. 4). The Avenal 
Sandstone and its equivalents south of Coalinga probably are correlative with 
the Domengine Sandstone to the north, and mark the beginning of the major 
transgressive cycle in middle Eocene that led to the deposition of the middle 
Eocene Kreyenhagen Formation (Dibblee, 1973b; Kappeler and others, 1984).
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Middle Eocene through upper Eocene or lowest Oligocene

The middle and upper Eocene rocks of this play belong to the Kreyenhagen 
Formation, with its major deep-sea fan, the Point of Rocks Sandstone, and the 
overlying Tumey Formation (north of Pyramid Hills oil field) and Wagonwheel 
Formation (south of Pyramid Hills oil field) (Dibblee, 1973b; Clarke, 1973; 
Nilsen, 1979; Isaacson and Blueford, 1984). In the southern part of this 
play, extending northward from the San Emidgio Mountains, the middle Eocene 
Tejon Formation and upper Eocene San Emigdio Formation are coeval with the 
Kreyenhagen and Tumey/Wagonwheel Formations, and are part of this play (Nil- 
sen, 1987)* Taken together, these formations represent the most widespread 
and long-lasting marine transgressive cycle of the Tertiary in the San Joaquin 
basin. Proven and potential oil reservoirs are mostly in the turbidite sand 
sequences of the Point of Rocks Sandstone, and the shallow-marine Oceanic sand 
of local usage in the Wagonwheel Formation and the Metralla Sandstone Member 
of the Tejon Formation.

North of Coalinga the Kreyenhagen Formation consists mostly of deep 
marine shale with just a few sandstone lenses (Nilsen, 1979), one of which 
(the Ashurst sand of local usage) has produced minor amounts of oil in the 
Vallecitos field. Exposures of the overlying Tumey Formation about 20 km 
(12 mi) of the Vallecitos field include a sandstone member 245 m (800 ft) 
thick that lenses out both to the north and south (Nilsen, 1979). However, no 
other productive sands of either the Kreyenhagen or Tumey Formations have been 
found north of the Pyramid Hills oil field south of Coalinga.

Fractured shale has produced some oil from the (1) Kreyenhagen in the 
Kettleman North Dome, Kettleman Middle Dome, and possibly the Kettleman City 
oil fields, and (2) Wagonwheel (Tumey) formation in the Welcome Valley field, 
and must be considered as a potential oil reservoir.

The Kreyenhagen Formation has a lower, fine-grained unit, the Gredal 
Shale Member (Dibblee, 1973b), that underlies the Point of Rocks Sandstone in 
outcrops south of Reef Ridge. In the subsurface the Gredal Member is fre 
quently called the Canoas in reference to Canoas Siltstone Member of the 
Kreyenhagen described on Reef Ridge by Marsh (1960), but this term probably is 
inappropriate south of the Pyramid Hills oil field (Dibblee, 1973b). The 
Gredal Member has generally thin sandstone units that have produced small 
anounts of nonassociated gas in the Antelope Plains, Shale Flats, and Shale 
Point fields, and small amounts of oil in the Devils Den and Pyramid Hills 
fields (pi. 4). These sands apparently are not widespread, appear to be 
turbidite deposits, and probably came from generally westerly sources or are 
related to the depositional system of the overlying Point of Rocks Sandstone.

The principal proven oil reservoir in the middle and upper Eocene 
sequence of this play is the Point of Rocks Sandstone, a very large south- to 
southwest-sourced, deep-sea fan complex that is exposed intermittently from 
Avenal and Reef Ridges southward to the central Temblor Range, and is mapped 
in the subsurface from the Pyramid Hills oil field southeastward to at least 
the northern part of the Midway-Sunset oil field (Clarke, 1973) and possibly 
eastward to the North Coles Levee oil field (Dunwoody, 1986) (pi. 4). The 
southern and southeastern limit of the Point of Rocks Sandstone in the western 
part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin is uncertain as no wells have been drilled 
deep enough to penetrate Eocene rocks there, although no Point of Rocks
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Sandstone was found at the Gonyer Anticline field (abandoned) west of the 
Midway-Sunset field (Clarke, 1973).

The Point of Rocks wedges out in the subsurface toward the north and east 
within the Kreyenhagen Formation and thickens toward the west, reaching its 
maximum thickness of at least 1,500 m (4,900 ft) the Cymric and Belgian Anti 
cline oil fields (Clarke, 1973). Further to the northwest, Point of Rocks 
Sandstone begins to thin before being truncated by the post-Eocene, pre-mid 
Oligocene unconformity. Apparently, the Point of Rocks turbidite sand 
sequence was derived from a source southwest of the central Temblor Range, 
west of the present-day San Andreas fault which has subsequently dismembered 
the southwest part of this deep sea-fan complex (Clarke and Nilsen, 1973).

The Point of Rocks Sandstone has produced oil in the Antelope Hills, 
Antelope Hills North, Belgian Anticline, Cymric, Devils Den, McDonald 
Anticline, McKittrick, Pyramid Hills, and Temblor Hills oil fields at depths 
ranging from about 180 to 2,770 m (600 to 9,100 ft) (p. 4). Reservoirs range 
in thickness from about 10 to 100 m (30 to 300 ft) or more, and porosities are 
about 10 to 35 percent. Traps are mostly structural and combination 
structural-stratigraphic, and include anticlines, faulted anticlines and 
homoclines, and truncated homoclines. The Point of Rocks Sandstone is 
widespread and has not been tested in many places, especially at greater 
depths to the east of oil fields in which it is presently productive.

The Oceanic sand of informal usage (Foss and Blaisdell, 1968) is an 
uppermost Eocene to lowermost Oligocene, shallow-marine sandstone, derived 
from west-side source areas, that has been correlated in the subsurface from 
the northern part of the Midway-Sunset oil field to near the Devils Den oil 
field (Seiden, 1964, fig. 4). According to Foss and Blaisdell (1968), the 
Oceanic sand, generally less than 60 m (200 ft) thick, has no outcrops to the 
west because it is truncated in the subsurface. However, Dibblee (1973b) 
reports outcrops of a basal sandstone of the Wagonwheel Formation in the 
Devils Den area. In the subsurface the Oceanic sand conformably and uncon- 
formably overlies the Kreyenhagen Formation and Point of Rocks Sandstone, and 
is overlain by, and grades laterally into, the fine-grained lithofacies of the 
Wagonwheel (Tumey) Formation.

The Oceanic sand has produced oil from areas of the Belgian Anticline, 
Cymric, McDonald Anticline, McKittrick and North Belridge (Y sand of local 
usage) oil fields at depths ranging from about 1,600 to 2,600 m (5,250 to 
8,550 ft). Reservoirs are up to 45 m (150 ft) thick, and have porosities of 
about 13 to 27 percent. Traps are mostly structural and combination 
structural-stratigraphic like those of the Point of Rocks Sandstone.

Age-equivalent rocks of Kreyenhagen and Tumey/Wagonwheel Formations are 
exposed in the San Emigdio Mountains, and occur in the subsurface along the 
southern edge of the western Maricopa-Tejon subbasin as the Tejon and San 
Emigdio Formations (DeLise, 1967; Nilsen and others, 1973; Weber, 1973; 
DeCelles, 1986). The Tejon Formation consists of a basal transgressive unit, 
an overlying generally deep-marine sequence (Liveoak Shale Member), and an 
upper regressive sandstone (Metralla Sandstone Member) (Nilsen, 1987). The 
overlying San Emigdio Formation similarly consists of transgressive, deep- 
marine and regressive sequences (DeCelles, 1986). The Tejon and San Emigdio 
Formations both thin eastward and interfinger with the nonmarine Tecuya 
Formation (Nilsen and others, 1973).
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Lithofacies indicate that the Eocene basin in which these rocks were 
deposited deepened both westward and northward so that more fine-grained rocks 
generally occur at the west end of the San Emigdio Mountains and presumably 
northward beneath the western part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin (Nilsen, 
1987).

The Metralla Sandstone Member of the Tejon Formation is an oil reservoir 
in the Wheeler Ridge and North Tejon oil fields of Play IV, and possibly 
equivalent sands have produced minor amounts of oil to the southwest in the 
San Emigdio Creek and Eagle Rest fields of this play (pi. A). Sandstone units 
in the San Emigdio Formation produce oil in fields on the Tejon platform (Play 
IV), including the North Tejon and Wheeler Ridge fields, but have not been 
found productive in the subsurface to the west in the area of this play. 
Nilsen (1987) does not rule out the possibility that deep-marine turbidite 
sand facies were deposited to the northwest in the western part of the 
Maricopa-Tejon subbasin where their present depth of burial probably exceeds 
6,000 m (19,700 ft) (Davis and Namson, 1986), although available outcrop 
(Nilsen and others, 1973) and subsurface (Weber, 1973) evidence suggests fine 
grained facies are more likely.

This part of the Eocene basin margin shows the record of many minor, as 
well as major, transgressive/regressive cycles (DeCelles, 1986) during which 
sand deposition may have been more widespread than present evidence pre 
dicts. Also, recently developed models of deformational style along the south 
margin of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin pose intriguing questions about the 
distribution of possible reservoir rocks in the subsurface and their tectonic 
fracturing at great depth (Davis, 1986).

Oligocene through middle Miocene

The Oligocene to middle Miocene Temblor Formation contains the dominant 
oil-producing reservoirs of this play. The Temblor Formation embraces a 
variety of lithofacies that range from nonmarine to deep-marine deposits, 
bears the distinct impact of active tectonic control of sedimentation, and is 
exposed extensively along the southwest side of the San Joaquin basin from the 
region of the Vallecitos syncline southeastward through the southern Diablo 
and Temblor Ranges and eastward through the San Emigdio Mountains (Dibblee, 
1973a, 1979a; Dibblee and Nilsen, 1973; Harding, 1976; Graham, 1985). The 
Temblor also has been extensively studied in the subsurface in areas basinward 
from the southern Diablo and the central and northern Temblor Ranges where it 
has produced oil from 36 fields (e.g., Foss and Blaisdell, 1968; Seiden, 
1964).

Predictable difficulties with the stratigraphic nomenclature of the com 
plex Temblor Formation are largely resolved today (Graham, 1985) except for 
the well-entrenched but outdated terminology applied to subsurface Oligocene 
age rocks in the Kettleman Hills region (e.g., Kuespert, 1985). These rocks 
are considered here to be lower Temblor because they are age equivalents of 
the lower Temblor sequence in the type and reference sections in the Temblor 
Range (Dibblee, 1973b; Bent, 1985; pi. 3, col. 5). Ultimately, the name 
Vaqueros should be dropped to avoid confusion with the formation of the same 
name on the west side of the San Andreas fault (Dibblee, 1973b). To the south 
in the San Emgidio Mountains, the Pleito Formation is coeval with the lower 
part of the Temblor as defined in the central Temblor Range (Tipton, 1971; 
Nilsen and others, 1973).
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Toward the northeast, across the eastern boundary of the play, the Tem 
blor thins and grades laterally into the nonmarine Zilch formation of local 
usage and the fluvial Valley Springs Formation (Bartow, 1987a). Toward the 
east and southeast, the Vedder Sand, Jewett Sand, Freeman Silt and Olcese Sand 
are applied to coeval deposits derived from east-side source areas (Dunwoody, 
1986; Bartow, 1987a). Unfortunately, the eastern play boundary does not 
necessarily delineate the use of the east-side versus west-side stratigraphic 
nomenclature in the subsurface.

In outcrops along the west and south sides of the play area, the Temblor 
unconformably overlies rocks that range in age from Late Cretaceous to early 
Oligocene, generally with increasing discordance toward the San Andreas fault 
(Dibblee, 1973b, 1979b). Multiple unconformity-bounded depositional 
sequences, with environments that range from nonmarine to deep marine, have 
been determined from careful outcrop and subsurface studies of the Temblor 
(Graham, 1985). Sandstones and interbedded argillaceous units in the San 
Emigdio Mountains were derived from source areas to the south and southeast 
(Gillespie, 1986), those in the Temblor Range from westerly and northerly 
source areas (Carter, 1985; Pence, 1985), and those in the southern Diablo 
Range and Coalinga region from source areas to the west, north, and east 
(Bate, 1985; Bent, 1985; Kuespert, 1985). Localized emergent highs along the 
west side, some enduring and some ephemeral, furnished Temblor sediment, and, 
together with syndepositional deformation of the sea floor, controlled deposi 
tional patterns and environments (Graham, 1985). Because of its complexity, 
the Temblor Formation is discussed from north to south by geographic area.

Northwest of Coalinga in the Vallecitos syncline region, the Temblor 
Formation rests unconformably on the Kreyenhagen Formation and consists mostly 
of shallow-marine sandstone with lesser deep-marine argillaceous rocks, all 
arranged in three unconformity-bounded depositional sequences that reflect the 
contemporaneous deformation of the southern Diablo Range during early and mid 
dle Miocene (Rentschler, 1985). No oil or gas is produced from Temblor sand 
stones in the Vallecitos oil field. Rentschler (1985) believes the Temblor 
Formation in the Vallecitos syncline may not have shared an entirely common 
history with Temblor rocks exposed in basin-facing outcrops to the southeast 
on Coalinga anticline (Bate, 1985). About 42 km (26 mi) east of Vallecitos, 
minor amounts of oil have been produced from thin zones of Temblor sandstone 
in the Cantua Nueva and Turk Anticline oil fields where the Temblor occurs at 
an average depth of 2,200 m (7,200 ft) and has a gross thickness of 500 to 
700 m (1,600 to 2,300 ft) (pi. 4). A short distance to the east beyond the 
play boundary in the Five Points oil field, the Temblor is replaced by the 
nonmarine rocks of the Zilch formation of local usage.

South-southeast of the Cantua Nueva and Turk Anticline oil fields, the 
Temblor produced minor amounts of oil from a thin sand at a depth of 3,347 m 
(10,980 ft) in the abandoned Westhaven field (pi. 4). Further to the south 
east, oil and gas condensate is produced from lower Temblor sands at a depth 
of 3,860 to 4,060 m (12,650 to 13,320 ft) in the Kettleman City field (Estill, 
1980). The nearby Tulare Lake oil field produces oil and gas from Temblor 
sands at a depth of about 4,050 m (13,290 ft). No other oil or gas accumula 
tions have yet been discovered along this north-northwest to south-southeast 
trend, or to the south where, east of the Lost Hills oil field, the top of the 
Temblor lies below 4,200 m (13,800 ft) (Ziegler and others, 1987). Traps 
appear to be stratigraphic or combination structural-stratigraphic.
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The Temblor Formation has been extensively studied, both in outcrop and 
in the subsurface, in the Coalinga-Kettleman Hills region where it is the 
primary petroleum reservoir in the Kreyenhagen, Jacalitos, Coalinga, Guijaaral 
Hills, Kettleman North Dome, and Kettleman Middle Dome oil fields (e.g., 
Arnold and Anderson, 1910; Goudkoff, 1934; Woodring and others, 1940; Anderson 
and Ellison, 1952; Adegoke, 1969; Rennie, 1972) (pi. 4). Studies of the 
Temblor Formation on Coalinga anticline (Bate, 1985), Reef Ridge (Cooley, 
1985), and in the subsurface (Kuespert, 1985) reveal several transgressive- 
regressive cycles from Oligocene through early middle Miocene, depositional 
environments that range from nonmarine to deep-marine, and a general eastward 
thickening of the section. A large number of individual sandstone units, some 
of local extent and others of broader extent, have been drilled and mapped in 
the subsurface, possibly as far east as the Tulare Lake field (e.g., Webster 
and Ryall, 1972; Kuespert, 1985).

The Temblor Formation in the Coalinga-Kettleman Hills region has a number 
of informal subdivisions principally developed during the course of subsurface 
exploration and petroleum development of the area. Included here are the Leda 
sand, Vaqueros sand, Allison sand, Burbank sand, Felix silt, First through 
Fifth sands at Kettleman North Dome field, Smith sand, Sanger sand, upper and 
lower Variegated sands, and upper and lower Temblor sands of local usage. One 
or more of these sandstone units is the principal petroleum reservoir in every 
Coalinga-Kettleman Hills area field, except for the Pleasant Valley and 
Coalinga East Extension fields where the Eocene Gatchell sand is the reser 
voir. Temblor reservoirs occur at depths of 150 to 2,700 m (500 to 8,850 ft), 
are 6 to 460 m (20 to 1,500 ft) thick, and have porosities that range from 
about 13 to 35 percent. Temblor traps are combination structural- 
stratigraphic and stratigraphic, although the west-side area of the Coalinga 
field may involve a tar seal (Anderson and Ellison, 1952) or a type of 
hydrodynamic ("fluid level") trap (Foss, 1972a).

South of the Coalinga-Kettleman Hills region, sandstones of the Temblor 
Formation have produced oil in 19 active and abandoned fields from Pyramid 
Hills and Lost Hills oil fields on the north to Elk Hills and the Belgian 
Anticline oil fields on the south (pi. 4). The Temblor Formation in this area 
has been extensively studied in outcrop and in the subsurface (e.g., Foss and 
Blaisdell, 1968; Young, 1968; Dibblee, 1973a,b,; Graham, 1985). It is more 
than 2,133 m (7,000 ft) thick in the southeast part of the Temblor Range, gen 
erally less than 610 m (2,000 ft) thick in the southwest flank of the Diablo 
Range, and generally thin in the Pyramid Hills oil field to the north (Dib 
blee, 1973b; Webster and Ryall, 1972). On the northeast flank of the central 
Temblor Range, and in the nearby oil fields to the east, long-recognized sub 
divisions of the Temblor were formalized by Dibblee (1973b) who cautioned that 
they do not have regional significance and cannot be recognized in outcrop in 
other areas. These subdivisions from oldest to youngest are the Cymric Shale 
(Salt Creek shale of local usage), Wygal Sandstone, Santos Shale, Carneros 
Sandstone, Media Shale and Buttonbed Sandstone Members.

Generally, successively younger members of the Temblor Formation onlap 
toward the west and northwest (Dibblee, 1973b; Pence, 1985), but locally may 
be missing or partly removed by erosion. Careful study shows that four 
partial and complete unconformity-bounded cycles of deposition, representing 
repeated periods of uplift and subsidence, are present in the Temblor
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Formation in this region (Carter, 1985). Depositional environments range from 
shallow-marine to deep marine (Carter, 1985; Pence, 1985), and syndepositional 
deformation of the sea floor partly controlled sandstone depositional patterns 
(Harding, 1976).

The Wygal Sandstone Member (Phacoides, 64, Y and Bloemer sands of local 
usage) is a shallow-marine sandstone that has produced oil from the Antelope 
Hills and Beer Nose fields on the north to the Belgian Anticline and Railroad 
Gap fields on the south (pi. 4). Net reservoir thickness ranges from 5 to 
90 m (15 to 300 ft), reservoir depths range from 120 m (400 ft) on the west to 
3,090 m (10,100 ft) (toward the east, and porosity ranges from about 15 to 32 
percent.

The superjacent Santos Shale Member, in some places separated by the Agua 
Sandstone Member into an upper and lower sequence, is a lower to upper bathyal 
shale that contains some thin interbeds of siltstone and sandstone in its 
upper portions (Carter, 1985). The Santos Shale Member has produced oil in 
the Belgian Anticline field from naturally fractured zones (Wilson, 1979), and 
must be considered a potential oil reservoir elsewhere.

The shallow-marine Agua Sandstone Member of the Temblor Formation over 
laps and truncates older strata in the northern Temblor Range (Pence, 1985; 
Carter, 1985) and is mapped in the subsurface northeastward from outcrops to 
the McDonald Anticline, Antelope Hills, North Antelope Hills, and North Bel- 
ridge (R sand) oil fields (Carter, 1985) where it produces oil (pis. 1 and 
4). Oil-producing sandstones correlated to the Agua are also reported in the 
Cymric, Belgian Anticline, Blackwells Corner, Elk Hills, and Temblor Hills 
fields. In its main productive area, the Agua Member has net reservoir 
thickness of about 20 to 50 m (65 to 165 ft), ranges in depth from 700 to 
2,160 m (2,300 to 7,100 ft), and has porosities of about 16 to 33 percent.

The deep-marine Carneros Sandstone Member conformably overlies the upper 
part of the Santos Shale Member and consists of as many as four discrete 
sandstone units with interbedded shale (Foss and Blaisdell, 1968; Dibblee, 
1973b; Carter, 1985). These turbidite sands locally thicken and pinch out 
over short distances where mapped in outcrop and the subsurface (Carter, 1985) 
and have produced oil in 10 oil fields that extend from the Devils Den and 
Lost Hills fields on the north to the Elk Hills, Asphalto, and Belgian Anti 
cline fields on the south (pis. 1 and 4). Reservoirs occur at average depths 
of 410 to 2,830 m (1,350 to 9,280 ft) and have net thicknesses of 15 to 75 m 
(50 to 250 ft) with porosities of 11 to 34 percent.

Paleocurrent directions in outcrop and southeastward thickening of the 
Carneros Member in the subsurface indicate that the dominant flow direction 
was toward the east-southeast (Carter, 1985). Coeval shallow-marine facies of 
the Temblor are present in the Antelope Valley area to the northwest (Pence, 
1985). Dibblee (1973b) gives a maximum thickness for the Carneros Sandstone 
Member in the east-central Temblor Range of about 150 m (500 ft). Foss and 
Blaisdell (1968) give maximum thicknesses, presumably of subsurface sections, 
of 728 m (2,390 ft) for the lower sand sequence in the Devils Den field that 
extends southward to the North Belridge field, 610 m (2,000 ft) for the middle 
sand sequence that extends from outcrops in the central Temblor Range eastward 
to the Elk Hills field, and 1,524 m (5,000 ft) for the upper sand sequence 
that extends from west of the Midway-Sunset oil field southeastward to the
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Pioneer oil field, although it seems unlikely correlations can be made in the 
last case (Bent, 1985; Gillespie, 1986). The most basinward section drilled 
east of the central Temblor Range is at a depth of about 3,800 m (12,500 ft) 
in the North Coles Levee oil field. It is about 115 m (375 ft) thick and is 
not productive (Dunwoody, 1986).

The shallow-marine Buttonbed Sandstone Member of the Temblor Formation 
conformably overlies the Media Shale Member in the central Temblor Range and 
eastward in the subsurface (Foss and Blaisdell, 1968; Dibblee, 1973b; Carter, 
1985). In the northernmost Temblor Range and Devils Den area, the Buttonbed 
is thin (about 10 m (30 ft)) and overlaps older rocks to the west and north 
(Pence, 1985). Outcrops in the central Temblor Range are lenticular (0 to 
51 m (0 to 167 ft) thick) and represent a variety of marine shelf environments 
(Carter, 1985). The Buttonbed actually is the basal portion of the deposi- 
tional cycle of the overlying Monterey Formation but, as the result of histor 
ical precedence, is grouped in the Temblor Formation where it is the only 
member of the fourth and youngest depositional cycle (Foss and Blaisdell, 
1968; Carter, 1985).

Southeastward from Devils Den and eastward from the north-central Temblor 
Range, the Buttonbed Member thickens in the subsurface and can be traced at 
least as far as the Lost Hills, North Belridge, and the Cymric (Welport area) 
oil fields (pi. 4). Relatively small amounts of oil have been produced from 
the Buttonbed Member in the Antelope Hills, Antelope Hills North, Carneros 
Creek, and McDonald Anticline oil fields. Reservoirs occur at an average 
depth of about 650 m (2,130 ft), are 6 to 27 m (20 to 90 ft) thick, and have 
porosities of about 23 to 32 percent.

Sandstones that occur above the Buttonbed Member in the Gould and Devil- 
water Shale Members of the Monterey Formation, the Temblor (a misnomer), and 
Devilwater sands of local usage, have produced significant oil in the North 
Belridge field and minor amounts of oil or gas in the Antelope Hills, Black- 
wells Corner and McDonald Anticline fields (pi. 4). Reservoir depths range 
from about 200 to 1,500 m (650 to 4,900 ft) in these fields, but elsewhere in 
this part of the basin these sands have been found by drill at depths of at 
least 2,900 m (9,500 ft). Net reservoir thickness ranges from about 6 to 
150 m (20 to 500 ft) and porosities from 25 to 30 percent. Presumably some of 
these sands represent the deepening marine deposits of the middle Miocene 
transgressive cycle of which the Buttonbed Member of the Temblor Formation was 
the initial proximal, shallow-marine sequence. The overall distribution and 
origin of these sands, especially younger ones within the Devilwater Member, 
remain unclear, but they must also be considered as potential oil reservoir 
rocks.

The members of the type Temblor Formation discussed above have not been 
mapped in the southern Temblor Range west and southwest of the Midway-Sunset 
oil field. However, unnamed sandstone units, generally not continuous over 
great distances, are mapped east of the Recruit Pass fault on the southwest 
flank of the Temblor Range as far south as the Gonyer Anticline oil field and 
again for about 5 km (3 mi) northwestward from state highway 33/166 southwest 
of the town of Maricopa (Dibblee, 1973a; Vedder, 1970; pis. 1 and 4). Some of 
these sandstone units have produced minor amounts of oil, after artificial 
fracturing, from a depth of about 530 m (1,740 ft) in the abandoned Gonyer 
Anticline oil field located west of the Midway-Sunset oil field (pi. 4).
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Wells drilled as deep as 3,486 m (11,435 ft) in the vicinity of the Gonyer 
Anticline field remain in Oligocene(?) to middle Miocene Temblor rocks, but 
true thicknesses are obscured by complex structure (Payne, 1964).

The base of the Temblor Formation is not exposed in the southern Temblor 
Range where the formation is reported to be as much as 2,130 to 2,380 m (7,000 
to 7,800 ft) thick (Dibblee, 1973b; Vedder, 1975). Only limited information 
is available about the biostratigraphy, depositional environments and 
provenance (and nothing about paleocurrent directions) of the Temblor in this 
area. According to Vedder (1975), microfaunal assemblages indicative of deep- 
marine environments suggest that early Miocene interbedded sandstone and shale 
units in and adjacent to the Temblor Range near Taft are probable correlatives 
of the Santos Shale and Agua Sandstone Members of the type Temblor Forma 
tion. Also, the microfauna of the upper part of the Temblor Formation in the 
southeastern Temblor Range indicates deposition at lower bathyal depths 
(Vedder, 1975; Gillespie, 1986). Petrofacies analysis of Temblor sandstones 
of the northern Temblor range and those of the San Emigdio Mountains to the 
southeast have been addressed by Bent (1985), but few Temblor sandstones from 
the southern Temblor Range were included, and the structural setting of rocks 
in this area is complicated by close proximity to the San Andreas fault.

Along the south margin of the western part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin 
in the San Emigdio Mountains, Oligocene through middle Miocene rocks are rep 
resented by the Pleito and overlying Temblor Formations (e.g., Nilsen and 
others, 1973). These formations are not divided into formal members in this 
area, but their biostratigraphy, lithofacies, and depositional environments 
have been studied where excellent exposures occur in the San Emigdio Mountains 
(Nilsen and others, 1973; DeCelles, 1986; Gillespie, 1986). Exposures extend 
from approximately south of the Wheeler Ridge oil field westward almost con 
tinuously to the southeast end of the Temblor Range (Dibblee, 1973a; Dibblee 
and Nilsen, 1973; pis. 1 and 4).

The Pleito and Temblor Formations thin eastward in the San Emigdio Moun 
tains and partly intertongue into the nonmarine Tecuya Formation (Nilsen and 
others, 1973). Westward and northwestward in the San Emigdio Mountains these 
formations thicken and consist of progressively deeper marine sandstone, silt- 
stone, and shale. Several transgressive-regressive cycles and periods of 
deformation are evident (Nilsen and others, 1973; DeCelles, 1986; Davis, 
1986). As pointed out by DeCelles (1986), the east-west section exposed in 
the San Emigdio Mountains is approximately normal to the late Oligocene 
through middle Miocene paleoshoreline.

Pleito and Temblor sediment apparently were derived from south and 
southeast source areas and distributed across a narrow shelf and down a 
relatively steep slope, part of the time a stepped basin-margin and part of 
the time a ramped margin, to bathyal depths (DeCelles, 1986; Gillespie, 1986; 
Tipton, 1971). The thickness of Pleito and Temblor Formations is variable, 
probably because of unrecognized structural effects and(or) bathymetric relief 
during deposition, but generally exceeds 2,000 m (6,600 ft) in the western San 
Emigdio Mountains where the bottom of the Pleito is recognized (Nilsen and 
others, 1973; Gillespie, 1986). The Temblor presumably thickens northward 
into the western part of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin and northwestward into 
the southern Temblor Range.where its base has not been reached by drilling and 
is not exposed in outcrop.
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Sandstones in the upper part of the Temblor Formation have produced small 
amounts of oil from the Capitol a Park, Cienaga Canyon, and Pioneer oil fields 
located along the east-west trending Pioneer anticline just south of the 
southeast end of the Midway-Sunset oil field (Dibblee and Nilsen, 1973; pis. 1 
and 4). Also, minor oil was obtained from upper Temblor rocks from the now 
abandoned San Emigdio field and from an abandoned well in the southeast end of 
the Midway-Sunset oil field. Discovered reservoirs are at average depths of 
200 to 1,225 m (650 to 4,000 ft), are 15 to 300 m (50 to 1,000 ft) thick, and 
have estimated porosities of 20 to 30 percent.

The prospect for oil or gas reservoirs in the Temblor Formation basinward 
from the San Emigdio Mountains and southern Temblor Range is speculative. As 
shown by drilling, the Temblor Formation occurs from about 3,500 to 4,620 m 
(11,500 to 15,150 ft) in the North Coles Levee field just east of Elk Hills 
(Dunwoody, 1986), from about 5,600 m (18,375 ft) to more than 6,548 m 
(21,480 ft) in the Paloma oil field to the east (Emery, 1956), from about 
4,500 m (14,760 ft) to more than 6,311 m (20,705 ft) the Yowlumne field just 
north of the San Emigdio Mountains (Land and Bright, 1978), and must occur at 
shallower depths between the Yowlumne field and the San Emigdio Mountains 
(Davis, 1986; pis. 1 and 4). Sandstones are present in the Temblor Formation 
(or its east-side equivalents) at these locations, but little is known about 
them, and they have not given up commercial quantities of oil or gas at these 
few sites. The recently developed thrust-fold belt models (Namson and Davis, 
1988) suggest undiscovered structural traps and(or) fractured-rock reservoirs 
that involve Temblor-Pieito rocks may exist along the south and southwest 
margins of the Maricopa-Tejon subbasin.

All recognized source rocks for hydrocarbons in the San Joaquin basin, at 
one location or another, may have been important for the Upper Cretaceous 
through middle Miocene marine sandstones of this play because of the wide 
range of structural settings of these sandstones.

Play VII: Upper Cretaceous through Miocene Marine and 
Nonmarine Sandstone, Northern and Northeast Areas

This play encompasses the part of the late Mesozoic forearc basin that is 
located in the northern San Joaquin province, and the relatively stable 
northeast limb of the southerly Tertiary basin where Oligocene and younger 
rocks are mostly nonmarine (pi. 4). The southwest boundary of this play, cor 
responds approximately to the average position of the Sierra block marine 
shelf edge during Miocene, as defined by the 300-foot (90-m) paleoisobaths of 
Bandy and Arnal (1969). The northern part of this boundary corresponds 
approximately to the eastern limit of Neogene compressional deformation and 
the northeastward limit of the marine Oligo-Miocene Temblor Formation that is 
contained in Play VI.

The upper Cretaceous and lower Paleogene rocks of this play represent the 
final regressive phase of the late Mesozoic to early Paleogene forearc 
basin. Rocks consist principally of deep-sea fan deposits and associated 
lithofacies on the west side, and shallow marine to deltaic deposits on the 
east side (Ingersoll, 1979; Cherven, 1983). The uppermost or lower Paleogene 
part of the sequence consists mostly of westward and southwestward prograding 
slope, shelf, and deltaic facies (Hoffman, 1964; Bartow, 1987b).
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The greatest thickness of these rocks is in the elongate trough just east 
of and parallel to the Diablo Range where, at the north end, it exceeds 
5,100 m (16,700 ft) (Zoback and Wentworth, 1986) (pis. 1 and 2). The poten 
tial petroleum reservoirs are sandstone in submarine fans, slope channel 
deposits, prograding deltas, and shelf deposits, which came intermittently 
from east, north, and west sources during late Campanian through early Eocene 
time (Cherven, 1983; Callaway, 1964; Bartow, 1985). The distribution of these 
sands is complex, and stratigraphic nomenclature is only partly resolved, 
particularly in the pre-Upper Paleocene section (e.g., Cherven, 1983; Hoffman, 
1964; Earl H. Brabb, personal communication, 1988).

Generally, the prospective sandstones are grouped in the upper part of 
the Panoche Formation (upper Campanian through lower Maestrichtian), Moreno 
Formation (upper Maestrichtian through lower Paleocene), and, north to south, 
the Tesla, Laguna Seca and Lodo Formations (upper Paleocene through lower 
Eocene). These formations include sandstones with such local usage names as 
Forbes, Lathrop, E, Tracy, Starkey, Blewett, Panoche (First through Fourth), 
Azevedo, Garza, Wheatville, Martinez, Cima, Jergins, and Weyant sands.

The upper Cretaceous through lower Eocene section described above con 
tains a number of angular unconformities, disconformities, locally thick, 
condensed or missing units, transgressive-regressive cycles, and structural 
deformation that attest to (1) intermittent east-west compression, causing 
uplift and erosion, mainly on the west side, and the formation of the present- 
day asymmetrical basin shape, (2) lateral shifting over time of sediment entry 
points along the east and west sides, (3) eustatic sea-level fluctuations, and 
(4) beginning during Paleocene, the uplift of the Stockton arch (Callaway, 
1964, 1971; Cherven, 1983; Hoffman, 1964; Bartow, 1987b).

There are also younger, mostly thin marine and nonmarine sandstones in 
this play. The middle Eocene Domengine Sandstone is a widespread, thin beach 
and shelf sand, as is the thin Nortonville sand of local usage in the upper 
Eocene Kreyenhagen Shale. The Canoas and Eocene sands of local usage in the 
Kreyenhagen Shale are locally well developed. Along the south and west bound 
ary of the play area, north- and east-thinning wedges of Oligocene and Miocene 
marine formations (e.g., Temblor, Vedder, Olcese, Round Mountain, and Santa 
Margarita) extend into the play area, and contain shallow, marine sands. 
Lastly, the nonmarine section, especially the Oligocene and Miocene portion, 
which, in places, lies between Eocene and upper Miocene shales with source- 
rock potential, contains suitable reservoir sands (Zilch formation of local 
usage).

Despite the abundance of sandstones and relatively large area of this 
play, only nine small oil fields (including two abandoned ones) and five 
nonassociated gas fields have been discovered within the play boundaries 
(pi. 4). Oil has been found in sandstones of the Moreno and Lodo Formations, 
Domengine Sandstone, Kreyenhagen Shale, and Zilch and Santa Margarita forma 
tions of local usage. Nonassociated gas has been discovered in the Panoche, 
Moreno, and Lodo Formations, Domengine Sandstone, and basal sands of the 
Kreyenhagen Shale. Reservoirs with accumulations occur at depths of 800 to 
2,800 m (2,600 to 9,200 ft), generally are 2 to 15 ra (6 to 50 ft) thick, and 
have reported porosities of 23 to 35 percent.
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Gentle anticlinal traps with stratigraphic variations and minor faulting 
account for most discovered fields. Simple truncated pinchouts in shelf 
facies (Camden field), and complex stratigraphic trapping (with structural or 
diagenetic control) in basinal and slope facies, such as basin-margin wedging 
of turbidite sands (MacPherson, 1978; Cherven, 1983), probably will predomi 
nate in future discoveries.

Petroleum source rocks and possibly long migration distances always have 
been a concern in this play area. Oil-prone Eocene and Miocene shales from 
the deeper Tertiary basin to the south and southwest presumably are the source 
rocks for the small quantities of oil discovered in the southern part of this 
play. However, McGuire (1986) reports that shales of the Moreno Formation 
near Coalinga are favorable oil-source rocks. Are similar Moreno shales at 
depth in or adjacent to the play area? Have they generated oil? Might oil be 
found farther north?

Cretaceous shales of the Great Valley generally are gas prone, and the 
gas fields just north of the province are believed to have derived their gas 
from the delta depocenter in the Sacramento basin (Zieglar and Spotts, 1978; 
Callaway and Rennie, 1988). Are the nonassociated gas fields in this play 
also sourced from the north? Or has there been adequate gas generation within 
the play boundaries? Callaway and Rennie (1988) speculate that the Cretaceous 
section between Fresno and Stockton is too sand rich, and the thermal gradient 
too low to have generated much gas. However, Wang and Munroe (1982) report 
relatively high geothermal gradients just east of the Diablo Range.

One area excluded from the play analysis is the "San Benito-Waltham 
Canyon trough" (Flynn, 1963). The portion of this so-called trough within the 
San Joaquin province extends northwestward from west of Coalinga and bounded 
on the west by the San Andreas fault zone (pi. 1) (Flynn, 1963). Although 
several oil seeps have been reported in this region and minor amounts of oil 
have been produced in the Bitterwater field (pi. 4), the potential for 
discovery of significant new petroleum resources is believed to be low.

PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT

The history of commercial petroleum exploration and production in the San 
Joaquin basin dates back at least to the 1860's and has been summarized in 
numerous publications (e.g., Franks and Lambert, 1985). Discovery dates, 
descriptions of oil and gas reservoirs and production data are available from 
various sources, but especially from publications and annual reports of the 
California Division of Oil and Gas and the Conservation Committee of Califor 
nia Oil Producers. Only a brief summary of the petroleum development of the 
San Joaquin basin is presented here.

Cumulative production and estimated reserves of oil, condensate and 
natural gas totaled slightly more than 15 billion barrels at the end of 1986 
after gas is converted to energy-equivalent barrels of oil (Table 2). About 
three-fourths of the estimated recoverable oil and condensate, and about four- 
fifths of the estimated recoverable natural gas had been produced at the end 
of 1986 (Table 2).
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Table 2. Cumulative production and estimated reserves of discovered
accumulations of oil and condensate, associated gas and

nonassociated gas in the San Joaquin Basin at the end of 1986.
Figures are rounded off from California Division of Oil and Gas (1987)

Oil and condensate (billions of barrels)
cumulative production 9.49 74% 
estimated reserves 3.39 26 
total 12.88 100

o
Associated natural gas (trillions of ft )

cumulative production 9.75 81%
estimated reserves 2.31 19
total 12.06 100

Nonassociated natural gas (trillions of ft^)
cumulative production 0.75 78%
estimated reserves 0.21 22
total 0.96 100

Total oil, condensate, natural gas
(billions of barrels) 

(gas conversion: 6 Mcf = 1 BOE)
cumulative production 11.24 75% 
estimated reserves 3.81 25 
total 15.05 100
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The San Joaquin basin is characterized by many oil fields and reservoirs 
that are very structurally and(or) stratigraphically complex. Present-day 
understanding of these fields usually is based on a long history of explora 
tion and development (Table 3). The complex character of many oil accumula 
tions has resulted in a lack of uniformity of field definition. For example, 
oil fields like Midway-Sunset, Cymric, Round Mountain, and Mount Poso incor 
porate a number of separate pools and areas, while others like Bellevue and 
English Colony consist of single reservoirs of relatively small lateral 
extent. Consequently, the petroleum history of the basin is not properly 
described by field discovery rate and field-size distribution data because 
complex fields (e.g., Midway-Sunset) cannot be equated to simple fields (e.g., 
Bellevue) and because complex fields invariably have had discovery histories 
that span many decades. Individual reservoirs and areas of complex fields are 
better equated to simple fields.

To illustrate the above point, new field discovery rate is contrasted 
with the discovery rate of indivisible (simple) fields and new pools and new 
areas of divisible (complex) fields (Table 4). Differences are particularly 
significant between about 1940 and 1980 when reserve increases from dis 
coveries of new areas and pools of existing fields exceeded those due to new 
field discoveries (Table 4). The large difference between the center and 
right-hand columns of Table 4 for recoverable oil discovered prior to 1920 is 
caused by the removal of pools and areas discovered after 1920 from pre-1920 
complex fields. Revisions of recoverable oil of individual reservoirs over 
time, due to extensions and improved recovery techniques, are not apparent in 
Table 4 because estimates for all fields, pools, and areas are taken for a 
single time the end of 1986.

During the ten-year period from 1977 through 1986, less than 50 million 
barrels of recoverable oil was discovered in new fields, new field areas, and 
new pools in the San Joaquin basin. However, during this same period, oil 
reserves (prior to subtraction of production) increased by 2.5 billion barrels 
(Department of Energy, 1978-1987) to 2.8 billion barrels (California Division 
of Oil and Gas, 1977-1987) due to upward revision of estimated reserves of 
large fields in response to reservoir extensions and production increases 
brought about mostly by improved and expanded recovery techniques. During 
this period 2.31 billion barrels of oil was produced, yet estimated reserves 
at the end of 1986 were 0.24 billion barrels (Department of Energy, 1978-1987) 
to 0.50 billion barrels (California Division of Oil and Gas, 1977-1987) higher 
than at the end of 1976. Further large increases in estimated reserves are 
expected if improved and expanded recovery techniques continue to be applied 
to the larger fields of the basin.

SUMMARY

This report supported the 1987 petroleum assessment of the San Joaquin 
basin by providing (1) a geological summary of the basin, (2) brief summaries 
of the thermal regime, source rocks, reservoir diagenesis and porosity, and 
petroleum development, and (3) definitions and descriptions of seven petroleum 
plays used in the assessment procedure. Many excellent papers are published 
that provide more detail of the subjects summarized here (see References).
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Table 4. Recoverable oil of San Joaquin Basin 
attributed to decade of discovery

Recoverable oil of new fields Recoverable oil of new fields, areas
Decade of expressed as percent of and pools expressed as percent of
Discovery recoverable oil of basin8 ____recoverable oil of basin _____

before 1920 74% (12) c 57 % (18) d
1920 - 1929 11 (11) 12 (18)
1930 - 1939 10 (17) 12 (35)
1940 - 1949 3 (30) 12 (68)
1950 - 1959 1 (21) 3.2 (66)
1960 - 1969 .2 (13) 1.2 (30)
1970 - 1979 .5 (8) 2.2 (13)
1980 - 1986 .2 (5) .2 (6)

a This column attributes all recoverable oil (as evaluated at end of 1986) of 117 
fields to decade of discovery of first accumulation in field.

b This column attributes recoverable oil (as evaluated at end of 1986) of 254 
indivisible fields, and new areas and pools of divisible fields, to decade of 
discovery. Forty-two minor oil fields, each with less than 1 MMbbls of 
recoverable oil and an aggregate of about 6 MMbbls, are omitted.

c Total number of fields discovered during decade.

Total number of indivisible fields, field areas and pools discovered during 
decade.

Computed from published records of the California Division of Oil and Gas (1985, 
1987) and the Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers (1987).
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Petroleum play definition is a subjective process, and different workers 
raay define, with equal validity, different plays based on different criteria. 
The criteria used here to define plays is given at the beginning of the PETRO 
LEUM PLAYS section (p. 26). After play definition, the Nehring (1986) data 
base of estimated recoverable oil and gas from discovered oil and gas fields 
of the basin was divided into the plays. Play names and estimated recoverable 
oil and gas from known accumulations are given in Table 5. Later steps in the 
petroleum assessment procedures are beyond the purview of the authors, and the 
reader is referred to Houghton (1987), Crovelli (1988), and Mast (1988).

The seemingly insignificant area of the San Joaquin basin compared to 
other U.S. petroleum provinces belies the fact that it is one of the most 
important oil and gas regions of the country. If categorized as a state, the 
San Joaquin basin ranks behind only Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, and California 
In present oil production, behind only Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Cali 
fornia in cumulative oil production through 1986, and behind only Alaska, 
Texas, and California in estimated reserves at the end of 1986 (Department of 
Energy, 1987; Oil and Gas Journal, 1987). From 1977 through 1986 the increase 
in estimated recoverable oil of the San Joaquin basin (due primarily to revi 
sions, field extensions, new pools, and new field areas) is approximately 
equal to the combined increase in estimated recoverable oil over the same per 
iod of Wyoming, New Mexico, North Dakota, Montana, and Colorado (Department of 
Energy, 1978-1987). Among U.S. oil basins, the southern part of the San 
Joaquin basin ranks behind only the Los Angeles and Santa Maria basins in 
terms of total discovered oil-in-place per unit basin volume (T. H. McCulloh, 
pers. comrn., 1975).

In spite of the impressive position of the San Joaquin basin among oil- 
producing states of the U.S., discovery of new oil fields in the basin has not 
been a primary contributor to increases in recoverable oil for many decades 
(Table A). Call away and Rennie (1988) have determined that 58, 28, and 14% of 
the cumulative oil and gas production of the basin comes from stratigraphic, 
anticlinal and fault types of traps, respectively. Diagenetic (Schneeflock, 
1978; McCulloh, 1980), hydrodynamic (Foss, 1972; Chamberlain and Madrid, 
1986), fractured rock (Hardoin, 1963; Wilson, 1979) and hybrid (Bruer, 1965; 
McGuire and others, 1983) traps also are present. This variety of trapping 
mechanisms, when coupled with the inherent stratigraphic and, in places, 
structural complexity of the basin, has long challenged explorationists.

Today much of the unexplored portion of the San Joaquin basin is at 
greater depth where few wells have been drilled (pi. 4). There are reasons to 
doubt that significant oil or gas resources lie at greater depths in the 
basin, but the potential can be investigated. Areas that require better 
understanding include

(a) thermal and pore-fluid pressure history of different 
parts of the basin

(b) distribution, richness, and maturity levels of pre- 
Monterey Formation source rocks in different parts 
of the basin

(c) chemistry and movement history of pore-fluids in 
different parts of the basin
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Table 5. Estimated recoverable oil (including condensate) and natural gas
by petroleum play expressed as percent of total estimated recoverable

oil and natural gas of San Joaquin basin, based on cumulative
production and estimated recoverables of discovered
cumulations as of the end of 1984 (Nehring, 1986)

Cumulative production plus estimated reserves 
expressed as a percent of basin total

associated and 
Petroleum Play oil and condensate nonassociated natural gas

I: Uppermost Miocene to Pleistocene 
Marine and Nonmarine Sandstones, 
South-Central and Southwest Area 32% 20%

II: Upper Miocene West- and Southwest- 
Sourced Channel and Turbidite 
Sands, Southwest Area 16 15

III: Middle and Upper Miocene Fractured
Shales and Diatoraaceous Rocks 5 7

IV: Upper Eocene to Recent Marine and 
Nonmarine Sandstones, Southeast 
Margin and Tejon Platform 20 3

V: Upper Cretaceous(?) through Mio 
cene East- and Southeast-Sourced 
Basinal Sandstones, South-Central 
and Southeast Area 6 14

VI: Upper Cretaceous through Middle
Miocene Marine Sandstones, South 
west Basinal Area and Areas West 
ward to San Andreas Fault, 
including Vallecitos Syncline 20 40

VII: Upper Cretaceous through Miocene 
Marine and Nonmarine Sandstone, 
Northern and Northeast Areas 1 1
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(d) types, timing and patterns of sandstone diagenesis 
that degrade or enhance reservoir porosity and 
permeability, especially at greater depths

(e) baseline profiles in several central basin boreholes 
of present-day bulk-density, porosity, permeability, 
pore water chemistry, equilibrium temperature, pore- 
fluid pressure and study of recovered cuttings and 
core

Continued improvements and refinements are needed in

(a) timing and nature of the tectonic history and
structural deformation of the basin and its parts, 
particularly along the west and south margins

(b) depositional environments, patterns and provenances 
of sandstones

(c) stratigraphic and age correlations
(d) burial history (geohistory) constructions for 

different parts of the basin

These kinds of information will allow the explorationist to estimate (1) 
the probability of an adequate source of hydrocarbons and (2) the timing of 
source rock maturation, migration route development and primary or secondary 
trap formation in deep parts of the basin. Continued improvements in 
geophysical exploration technology, especially the use of 3-D, full-wave form, 
full amplitude seismic reflection studies, eventually will find any deep 
reservoir targets that may be present.

Significant increases in recoverable oil over the next several decades 
should occur, as estimated reserves of large, known fields are revised upward 
in response to production increases generated by pool extension and improved 
and expanded recovery techniques. Elk Hills, Coalinga, Cymric, and most other 
large fields should show significant increases. Longer term increases in 
recoverable oil, more than several decades into the future, will require 
futuristic technologies, as well as favorable economic and environmental 
conditions, to extract the estimated billions of barrels of (1) untapped oil 
residing in low permeability sandstone and shale and (2) residual oil remain 
ing in de-energized, conventionally depleted permeable sandstone reservoirs. 
The likelihood of such future oil recovery can only be imagined at this 
time. However, San Joaquin basin may be among the most responsive to such 
futuristic efforts because of its impressive oil-richness and the relatively 
high porosity of its oil-bearing rocks.
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